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Scout Guide w~k begins this weekend and clossto 500 local youths will be demonstraUng their skills at a varie- 
ty of events. Pictured above am Just a few of those who will be taking part: left to right (rear) Pathfinder Debble 
Stalnton, Rover Paul Flemmlng, Venturer Scott Ped~n; (front) Scout Robin KIIgren, Wolf Cub Ken McDamee Jr., 
Mayor Jack Talstra, Beaver Jeffrey Bolingbroke, Guide Angels Smith and Brownie Edn Wilson. 
.iii~:,i.Plans for the Okanapn 
i ~,~ Skeena Group shopping center 
:: development in downtown Ter- 
~ race haven't been Tmalized, des- 
~: pite speculation to that_ effect 
~last week, and the city'isn't 
:~/releasing all the details just 
~ yet..A preliminary~ asreement, 
elopment awaits b.oard - vote 
Okanagan Skeena real estate 
manager Bob~Guy on Jan. 30, 
was ratified by council Monday 
night but it was felt it would be 
premature to release any details 
until the Okanagan Skeena 
board of directors votes on the 
terms of the proposal later this 
traffic study of Lakelse and 
Ottawa that was initiated due to 
concerns with the Okanagan 
Skeena proposal to ClOse Ottawa 
St., was.awarded to N.D. Lea 
at the ~ e  Barn. The sign 
on the window states, "We've 
lost our lease", but manager 
Dick Sharpies says this is not 
through any disagreement with 
Consultants Ltd. of Vancouver. Okanagan Skeena. "We just 
The first indication of change didn't want to renew the lease." 
at the site of the new shopping says Sharples. "and thatwasa 
derm~ ,RUth Hallock,-Terrace 
i city Council has written a letter 
• to Attorney General Bud Smith 
requesting a ."workable solu- 
' tion" to Sunday shopping. Hal- 
' - l ock  says she has been alp 
'proached: by: a "couple" o f  
~bus lueeses  who were con. 
i~;~rn~ with Sunday shopping' 
i': but had to tell them that it was a 
i~i! provincial matter ~.nd there was 
little the city can do~ . 
In order to showthe  com. 
i:~'!worked out between council's week. . center is a closing out. sale bnsinessdeeision." 
~i~/C0mmitteeoftheWholea,d Inarelated item, a$4,800 Colleglema m c r u  
i ;i Sunda sho in solutionsou ht i y it 
Y PP g o "ust uth 
Following asuggestionby~J- referendum should also be in- dents from so 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege vice-chairman John Mor- 
pn  has come up with a novel 
solution to the problem of un- 
der-utilized ~llege facilities in 
cluded in the letter. The referen- 
dum was taken during the 1987 
municipal election and resulted 
in a vote Of opposition by 2,093 
votes to 1,232. 
HalIock said the purpose of the area. If successful, Morgan's 
her request was not to "am. idea would replace Northwest 
broil" the city in dispute as was 
the case during the referendum 
but~to make the Attorney Gener- 
al's department aware of the 
city's position and at the same 
students heading south for col- 
lege or university with lower 
nminland students who are un- 
able to get into overcrowed in- 
stitutiom closer to home. And 
acc(~rdlng to college bursar 
Oeoff Harris, the idea has been 
well reclevedi, by other post, 
mu~ty,s attitude towards Sun. time to let Terrace residents 
~:day Shopping, Hal ock asked know that any solution Is up to 
that t i le  results o f  a 19g//~ dty the province, not the city. 
secondary institutions in the 
province and there's a good 
chance it will catch on. 
Harris explains that the con- 
cept would involve putting a 
"total paclr~e" together that 
would include tuition, room and 
board, and recreational activi- 
ties Hke skiing. Another possi- 
bility, says Harris, would be to 
arrange group a l f fm to take 
advantage of lower rates, Board 
chairman Hans Wagner sees 
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WE DONE. GOOD: For a 
list of Terrace entries who 
won medals at the North- 
ern B.C. Winter Games, 
see page 19. 
MINES MISUNDER. 
STOOD:. The president of 
the Mining Association of 
B.C. says his industry 
doesn't deserve Its dirty 
Image... page 13. 
HERITAGE WEEK, HEART 
MONTH: Get ms©quaint- 
ed with the put, change 
your lifestyle, them am 
organizations here who 
show you how.., page 
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' ment  of s.' - :  : " !i I• Tr .e t • a • ,ck 
pr i soner  quest i olned 
-;rhe Terrac.e RCMP and .. from Vict0Ha;~:T his required 
iSl~eriff;si'bffice were both ac- thepreparation a d transport 
cused last Week" of mistreating.a of evidence as well as a witness ii 
ig-year-old prisoner Wh() up- :~ from a|ower mainland YoUth ~:li 
parenUy has AIDS. The detention center; 
prisoner, former Terrace rest; As far as viSitingprivileges f; 
dent Steven Bailey, was at- are concerned, Woods says that i 
rested on an outstanding war- visiting is against normal. 
rant at his patents'Terrace RCMP procedure. He explains ~, 
home on Jan. 24. The accusa- that prisoners are normally on-  ~L 
• lions were made last Friday by ly kept in RCMP cells for short 
Bailey's New Westminster. periods ,of time andvisiting 
girlfriend who was in Terrace privileges create a security risk 
Where Bailey is facing drug- as well as take time away from 
relatedand theft charges, the.regular duties of RCMP 
ACcording toBailey's girl- . members and guards. 
friend; who used the name San- Regarding accusations that i t  was the sixth year for the Terrace Kinsmen and Kinettes ValentineSweetheart olnner ana 
drabut was also said by a Bailey was kept in isolation due dance for senior citizens last Weekend, and the 1989 king and queen are Lou Gair and Jan: , 
variety of sources to have used to AIDS, the Sheriff's depart- Bruggeman. Music for the annual affair wasprovided by the Jim Ryan combo, and once 
fiie'names Janice, Shells Rose, meat,, although they didn't con- again a good time was had by all. Photo  by Vi Timmerman. , 
• firm the fact he had AIDS, Sandra Surf wood.and Cheryl I 
.~Can while;in Terrace,. .  said that Bailey's sister had College. 
Bailey was being kept in feels- told the RCMP that ':he 
rio.n/and was not a]]0w~l : . should be. kept s=pam!e from ¢ontlnulKl, from l:)..o0e 1-.... 
vimt0rs, telephone calls or let- other vnsoners" and It was this as a distinct po~bility be- ' i 
tars, She also claimed that he therefo't:e taken as .an establish- cause the "traffic pattern would i' 
. /was ~rly.¢lothed when .ar ed fact' '. Woo(b .stud that the be exactly the reverse o f  what  ~ 
burns CAI now" - -  the fall , . n~te(liand had not ~ given a RCMP "were taking a l l :  
~e:o f  clothinl;'.m, his two .- .necessa~. " precautio.~." but misrat_..ion of lqorthwest r " " 
trying not to ',menu-.. s, tua.~ts; ' " " ' " " ' ' ' " 
and II 5all wl~ks of. mcar~ra-: wer .e  
• girlfriend;, the reason for rids According to front ' I ' 
Bailey was foun.d.guilty oftw0 cruitment..A¢¢ordin8 to .Hard's, ~ o .  nyu=. , , , , ,  I 
sub+slandard treatment was the utcofics trafficking ellen .~s, NWC.C would set up their.own I ~ O a 8  than ~ I~0 , , . , .  " ~_ I  ' i 
fact that he suffers from AIDS. r.eception booth beside r .~istra- . . . . .  
" Actor din8 to a spokesman. ' one count bfg l~.pos~ssmn 
for  theShenfrs department, • of narcotics, a~! three cmmts Uon co.unters at lowcr.~ +_ .ma id  ~ ~ .  ~ ~ ' : . : 
.however~ .lh~e;was no.b~is for of failing to appear m court. " imfitUfiom. Then, as  students +~ • -, ~.+ , _ . _  . . ,  -I - ~ 
these.accusations. He said that He Was sentenced on Feb. 3to were told the s~ool w~.full., a ! ~ 1 1  :~d" :  " .. 
when Batleywas arrested he : : 30 days on the r~t  charge and ] • 
had noshoes 0r socks, But a total of  72 days on the  pen in hand v~()d.d,,be r ady to '+ Exterio~ and interior paints " ~: 
When- he contacted Bailey's : ..balance of the charges which help fill out thenecessary forms. ,,!: . . . .  ' • • " ++'~ 
mother he was told that are to be served concurrently. - .... -"I think-it--would have a - A rmst rong  fi(~0ring • Harding carpets ,+:: 
~ clothing had.been $iven.to the The theft charge~ W.eredeaJt tremendous impact on Terrace . SunworthY. wallpaper - ~: 
girlfriend. The girlfriend, he  with in juvenile court and in- and the whole,;, college," say+s. " +"Al[the li+'+i yOU need" " . :  
said however, told him that it formation on those charges is Harris: " I  think'~weql hear more ~-'~ '" " ~I 
• "-.~ 
4610 Lazelle Ave was .his responsibility ocloth unavailable, about this idea." .~ e =. . .  ii 
prisoners in his charge. ! 6600 + 
" The same spokesman add~l , " 
,that even though it.was against " 91 er: 670 535-  ,: 
• I " - . , . : L ' :  :',:::'.: ". i 
standard procedure, an attempt Takes the " T . , ,w . .  :+:::+::+ 
had been made to allow the 0 i f  , ,  . :  ..". . v.zz~ A,swr.a 
two to communicate via tale- : AOR0S8 ~ l l ~ i ~  e Anger :' 
phone because Of the length of " • " " I y ~ ~ 7 Decade Heavyweights ' ° - "  Strike ~ 8 Squ nders . " 9 Died - • 8 Maul - 10 Eng, beer, pl, " • Bailey's incarceration. He said, e' s 12 Whistle ,SO~..nd . - 11 Counsel " 
13 Mineral source 17 Father however, that this attempt had - ,gh +4 Volcllno goddess 19 Greek beauty 
failed when the call went on Thls ne " 15 Can H c iSJH_~ I_~ ~LN.]~ 22 Olll herb 
for more than fifteen minutes 'JONSE =" ,e o,e,- ~ ~ ~  . 18Rldessbike S ( G--'IV----]H_~--~_~ 24 Headgear ' 25 Sell ' • - 
20 Herb 26 Annotation and finally had to be discon- mid-see tOke.O . 21 Proboscis monkey 27 Twisted al Joint 
nected. ' .Super ~ .~3 Denlsldegree 
30 Marry RCMP Staff Sgt. Len Woods Ix)wed 24 8treues I~_~~i~ - . Oelndebt 
28 Point out 36 Conjunction 
agrees that Bailey's incarcera- ~l~te 3132 StalrPest 37 Required ] 
tion has been lengthy but - 33 Female sheep 54 Sicilian resort 39 Spaghetti. 34 Ben__  55 Stove for instance 
points OUt that  because of the . I " ' ~ Oesmled 56 OnhlpP~l:~ 40 It Is, contr. 
nature and number of charges e " ~8 HImM. mountain 57 Pxofou 42438klnLeaveOpenlngout - 
41 Chem. suffix DOWN 44 Greases 
against him it was unavoidable. A CUT ABOVE THE REST 42 Sts,chywgetable 45 Hlohstandards 1 Nips palm 46 Eng. musician 
ACcording to the Sheriff's ~ 4g Ove~slohls 2 Gown .~,. 47 Unssplrate 
department, Bailey was origi- SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 67() AT YOUR DEALER st Tumuli8ketched 3 Frigid4 Cuts of meal 5048 OfficeTradeol Economic " 
53 Robml E. __ 5 Showily skillful ones assistance naUy arrested on two-year-old. R IV E R I N D U ST R I ES e= 
theft charges which he faced (TERRACE) LTD,  
with another Terrace youth, P.O. BOX 538 -- TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B§ 
but several other drug related l 5130A HIGHWAY 16 WEST ess, zaes " 
charges were then transferred _ " [ 
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The "Miss Terrace ]989" 
pageant is still several months 
Off and far from the forefront 
of anyone's mind..~But his 
doesn't mean there's a lot of 
time to prepare.::The deadline 
-.'for: joining the glitier and glory 
• of the pageant is only one week 
away, and once missed, for most 
:it Will be gone •forever. 
Of Course it's not all glitter 
andglory. As ~y  past candidate 
can tel l  :you., entering the pa- 
geant means :a lot of hard work 
and long hours at workshops 
and ,sundry:. events. But these 
same.c~.. didates can alsotell you 
that the hours and hard work are 
really what makes it all worth- 
while. 
The ~ fee~ing of. belonging to a 
loyal and dedicated group, the 
sense ofpride inthe pageant no 
matter who wins --  these are a 
part of the pageant. But so are 
the gifts of poise and grace and 
the ease of public speaking that 
are learned along the way. 
Whether you're a potential 
candidate or sponsor there may 
still be room for you as a part of 
the tradition. A role you~ can. 
play in the leadership of the 
• . , • . 
• " . .  " , ,  : : .  : . .  " • , . . . 
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Stud:y launched for 
mine access road 
Thurber Consultants Ltd. of 
Vancouver have been selected to 
head a $75~000 study seeking a 
potential access road into the 
resource,rich Iskat River area 
north of Stewart. The Study will 
be funded jointly by the Cana- 
da/British Columbia: Mineral 
Development Agreement and by 
a number of mining companies 
active in the area. 
Jack Davis, minister of ener- 
gy, mines and petroleum re- 
sources, called the study a good 
example of what the-federal/ 
provincial agreement can do. 
"Here we have a group of com- 
panies working with both gov- 
ernments towards a common 
beneficial goal," he said. 
According to Davis, natural 
resources and tourism will be the 
base for developing and sustain- 
ing the northwest economy, and 
careful selection of an access 
route will be the first step 
towards long-term planning for 
the region. He added, however, 
that environmental concerns will 
be considered while a route with 
the greatest long-term benefit is 
selected. 
Davis said that about 120 
miles of potential routing is to 
be examJned~::during/-the study• 
One route [,being considered 
would access., the Iskut Valley 
expected on the best options for 
access from the lskut ;R0ad 
through the Unuk and Craig 
River valleys to the-Alaska 
border. 
Davis points out that aft'craft 
provide the only access to this 
area of mining and "intense 
exploration activity" at the pres- 
ent time, and he says road access 
will eventually berequired to 
fully develop the area's poten- 
tiai. And once that road access 
hasbeen accomplished, hesays, 
the supply znd service sector in 
Terrace, Smithers and Stewart 
will be in a position to expand. 
There is light 
at the end 
of the tunnel. 
• Please give'~ene~bsl~ 
...... ~, : :  , • 
O • . c mmumty. If you'~terested; .... near the Johnny Moun',~in mine 
the~value o|;.:tllm J|yc3sse Miss Terrace site. from Hwy. 37 .mar Bob phone 635.,4000 or ~:~S;~,  A~teMlme-nt !. o . . . . . .  ~ ..... ~ 
"re.ace, ~ura H.So,:::ii~-~SJ~ ' Pagaant; -l~ui~Huhn hasg~'~/nwlth~(he~,experlenoe. Once- Qum Lake; In addition, Davis 
0568 and rese~ve.~your.plac~ in -. una~e-of, her.ablllty, Laurale raPldly e~g lngas  aleader says, recommendations are also 
the spotlight now. : ~ In the community. " " " . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gollege re mmends:.fee-increase. 
After rew~ the provmci~. ~- h0ur; r " " ' ~ The board-says that the r.ec- 
-trend, the Northwest.Communi- C~rent vocational-program ommendatl0n would, result m 
tyColleg©board'ofdirector~has fees stand at $72 per month 1989190.academic fees of $25.20. 
recommended an "across the compoxed with.a $76.20 provin- per credit-hour ($378.~r see.s- 
board" tuition increase of five cial average•. And while this ter) and vocational fees of 
percent for the 1989190 calendar current fee structure already re- 
year• flects a 10 percent increase over 
NWCC academic tuition fees the 1987/88 NWCC fiscal year, 
are presently $24 per credit it was noted that the college was 
hour, or a maximum of $360 per still below the provincial average 
semester, while the provincial and the five percent bike was 
average is $25.50 per semester proposed. 
$75•60 per month• It was noted 
that the proposed increase will 
be posted at :the college to stu- 
dents and faculty members an 
opportunity for input before the 
reconunendation is adopted. 
- . .  _ - -  | 
. . - "  _ _ | 
if_ you Uve to be . 
. .  ;~ ' :  
. . , . :  
Friday, March 3 & 
Saturday, March 4 
, . . . .  I " i l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I • I . . . . .  T 
at 8:00 p.m. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets $12.50 in advance 
at Sight & Sound 
• $14.00-- at the door 
getting married... 
This basket-holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
688-1204 Phone -. ~,- ..... , ,, 
• i 
Ter race  C, ent~nn la l  L ions ~ 
' proudly prese~nts ' 
~ , , faml ly  oriented theatre production about ,d~k 
Drugs and Alcohol /~'_~81~'~-_'~ 
(Abuse---Dependency) . "~ Im~l '~ '  
I AM THE BROTHER OF THE DRAGON" " ~  ~ 
Tuesday, February 21 at 7:30 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $5. per family or $2. per person 
On Sole at Shefield & Sons 
or at the door 
I 
I II a h~Ibm.--, a ................ I I 
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. Ter race  and  D is t r i c t  
~!ctims Assistance Prooram 
voLUNTEERS NEEDED| 
TVAP i~ ;present ly  accept ing appl icat ions from 
people iinterested in becom,ng V ICT IMS SERVICE 
WORKEMS. :" 
Successful applicants wi l l  receive 30-40 hours of 
t ramingand must be R.C.M.P. Security Screened.  
VICTIM~ •SERVICE WORKERS will deal d,rectly 
with Vict ims of Crime 
- -  acting as a liaison person between the Courts, 
Police, Social Agencies and the Vict im. 
- -  Candidates must be mature,  responsible in- 
d iv idua ls  who possess strong inter-pers0nal  
skills• 
be 19 years of age or older 
- - 'be  wi l l ing to make a commit tment  to work  16 
hours per month.  
Interested persons should contact the TVAP Co- 
ordinator,  Karen Walker ,  at ikILIk0,1~ or can pick 
up an application package at the Terrace 
R.C.M.P . . . . .  
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The,Vancouvel Province newspaper ecently carried 
apiece by education columnist Crawford Elijah. 
The column was a blistering attack on the manner 
in :which the board of trustees for Northwest Com-. 
munity College and the college's senior administration 
ran a badly demoralized institution for several years; 
• .The information on which the column" was based 
appears to.have come from an internal evaluation of. 
the college authored:by lan Thomas, who recently ad, 
ded his name to a.series of resignations at NWCC. His 
evaluation was backed~upby an external evaluation 
put together by faculty, administrators and a board 
member from another college. 
The report they produced was appallingly frank in 
its:criticism of theway in which NWCC was operated. 
The evaluation team found a college full of good peo- 
ple trying to function without effective leadership. 
Successfulprograms:were due to the individuals work- 
ing in;them, and not a product of goodplanning and 
organizatiofi - -  which in many cases was nOn-existent. 
Itw0tddappear that the NWCC board should have -" 
demanded the senior administrator's resignation after 
receiving the evaluation. They should have also been 
aware of the problems much sooner. 
Hans Wagner, the present chairman of the NWCC 
board, stated on a recent television news program that 
the college is now entering a new phase. The question 
is, can political appointees run an institution of this 
type effectively in view of the past failures of both the 
system and the people appointed to :it? 
SignifiCant sums of public money pass through 
Northwest College very month. The:NWCC board 
member's hav:e~no't~s'h'6w:n, lth~eir ieffect~veness~ t~e~ 
communities they serve in this region; Perhaps the 
senior levels of governmentwhich are responsible for 
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We lnescla.v 
Persl)ecti 
m 
I 
- . - .  - , 
by  Bob  Ja©kman 
,e 
i i  
Ah! More blue sky in the 
past couple of weeks •than "A  bagman without a future is a campaign: 
W~'ve had in the past couple detriment." 
years! All of us transplanted 
Kootenay and Okanagan a- ' . . . .  
,2 . . , - .  
advanced educction would be well advised to view 
NWCC as an ~xample of why board memb&s should 
be elected by the population they serve rather than be- 
ing appointed by the provincial government. 
The unfortunate part of the NWCC experience is 
that we have lost some talented education profes- 
sionals, and the unsavory• reputation• that our college 
tires are lapping it up - -  it's 
great to sit in the car with the 
heater on, an oldies rock and 
roll tape at full volume, look- 
ing up at the sky and pretend- 
ing it's April to October 
anywhere l se . .  
Yes, the incessant grayness 
has developed in academic  and  profess iona l  circles will of a normal Terrace winter 
make  it difficult to replace them. . • can, as one letter to the editor 
Is this the price the people of this region have to pointed out, lead to negative 
feelings about our fellow man. 
pay while the college boardmembers undergo On,the- - But speaking of blue sky... 
job •training? ~ " Alberta is trying to nominate 
strikes and even in certain din- 
ing establishments• Surely, we 
can find in our midst an ideal 
candidate for a Senate appoint- 
ment! 
Qualifications? Old. Should 
remember the Beatles, at least, 
and preferrab!y had a babysit- 
ter who played Elvis records on 
a Seabreeze. Small-c conser- 
vative, so as not to rule out 
labour leaders, who have as 
much difficulty with Third 
Wave thinking as do most cor- 
" " a candidate for the Senate. You porate bigwigs. Should have a 
CC IqA~ remember the Senate - -  it presentable jacket. And a tie. 
' ' comes •up as an electron issue four inches wide, kr~ot- 
B " J * ~ A  tedso the end stops about  Terrace Review ~ N  every four years. The party in About 
power loves it, because it's a three inches below the sternum. 
. .o . good way of paying off (It's not dirty - -  look it upl) 
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he,editor reNrves the ngnt to conoens~ end edit letters• Opinions 
political bagmen who can't be 
trusted to run Air Canada or 
the CBC. The opposition wants 
to make it triple E --elected, 
efficient and enterable , -  
because as long as appoint- 
ments are made by the party in 
po~,er, the opposition has 
nowhere to put their bagmen. 
A bagman without a future is a 
campaign detriment. And the 
party with the least hope of. 
gaining power suggests a Triple 
A Senate - -  abolish, abolish, 
abolish. Which makes in- 
credibly good sense, unless 
you're a promotable bag-man. 
If Alberta can do it, why not 
Terrace? We sure don't lack 
for backroom politicos. At 
election time, party receipt 
books are as common as 
milfimetres of precipitation, 
and many an arm gets twisted 
until a chequebook appears. 
The flav0ur of party politics 
can be felt during t~cher 
Churchgoer. Property.owner. 
Able to amass frequent-flyer 
points at a single bound. Corn, 
mitted to Terrace. Never com- 
"mittedanywhere else. Male --, 
there's too many faulty tickers 
among the incumbent Senators 
to risk the effects of a mini-. 
skirted 200 pound 55-year=old 
femme fatale. No columnists - -  
I'm ready to forgo the position 
if only to keep the realc.razies 
out - -  a worthy sacrifice, I
think. :. 
As with mosthelp-wanted 
ads, these qualifications are on- 
ly set out as a guideline. If you 
know somebody on the inside, 
by all means apply• Send me 
your application or preferrably 
a nomination for someone lse. 
Fil act as a fair and impartial 
arbitrator, for a reasonable 
percentage, and We,ll send Ter- 
race's nominee off to Mr. 
Mulroney, 
, We can maybe hold an elec- 
tion every February - -  bring a 
little more blue sky into our 
winters, •and our lives. 
• Tom Waterland: was in town: . 
last week promoting mining,.---~ ; 
which he is paid well to do. 
Knowing that our legitimate 
media types would be able to 
distill his speech into a few 
well-chosen uggets, I did not , : 
attend• 
What is interesting on the 
mining front, though, is the 
announcement that a consulting 
firm hired bythe feds and the 
province will" be studying. 
potential access routes into the 
mining areas north of us. 
At the Johnny Mountain 
gold mine official opening last 
August, the absence of Cana- 
dian politicians of stature was 
rather pointedly noted by the 
mine's owners. And I guess the 
local media coverage finally got 
through to our upper-echelon 
politicians when they dis. 
covered, belatedly, that 
Wrangell, Alaska had not only 
sent half the town to the open- 
ing but about 90% of the con- 
struction materials to the mine. 
Now, a study does not a 
road makel If every study done 
by the Regional District Of 
Kitimat-Stikine had resulted in 
the laying of pavement, north. 
west B.C, would be a parking 
lot. But at least it's a first step 
toward recognizing the un- 
bounded potential for mining 
and other resource development 
on thespokes of our Terrace, 
basedhub. And:that's good :~=: 
newsl 
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you think " 
" ight benefit " " ~ . .  > , "  
~~fa,nOrthern unlversl~ -~.' ~
: ~ . ;  . . . . .  • .~  
• % ; 
. .  ~.) . /  - : . ;  . . .  . . 
• L. 
Linda.Bee 
The students would not 
have to go down south. 
It's the cost factor - -  it 
wouldbe easier, all round. 
- :~  ,.. ' ' i  less¢ostly. 
Layne Young 
(from Prince Rupert) 
• Personally I would like 
that. Students would not• 
have to go so far. It would 
be convenient and a lot 
Tim Martin 
|t would help me 
because ! wouldn't have 
to travel so far. It would be '  
cost effi¢ienL 
" "  " "  " ' . .  " " .  ,~ .  ~: . " J  '~ ~ '~) ' i ,  ~"  ; 
. .% 
• , - .  
• o ' ~  
i~ • ; ~ ~ , 
Bonnie Coates :Margaret Casey 
Oh. I wish! I would prob- The young people who 
ably take advantage of it want to  stay here would 
• ~be more Inclined. to. I t  
and.so would a lot of• my would also be less costly, ~ 
friends. It'stoo expens iVe  if the northern university 
to go out of town.. - ...... • - . .were oentered in  Prince 
.. . , , ~ ~. ,  George, it would be easier • 
to ,come 
Dallce Kelln 
I think it would, be good 
for. Terrace - - . .people 
wouldn't have to travel so 
far. It Would be a'- reason 
for more people to stay In 
the north. If there was one 
when I graduate next year,' 
I would probably attend it, 
; ,  As it i s ,  : ' " . . . . .  
stUdents' , - , . , ,  ..' ~, 
lancouver : ' i, . :  i~,~ i ~ :i'i 
lonely on ,  ~ ' ~:i:~::, ~ 
~~E ............  ~i~ ~ ~'  ks' ......... . ,~iRoya" ' I Purp le  ~,nv' ' ,t e- ~ub ~,c" ,. ' 
~"to  soc ia l  and  in fo rmat ion  meet ing  
The Terrace Elks and Order learn more about the two, presentation, coffee, lunch and 
,' of; the Royal Purple. will be Lodges is welcome to attend, a social, 
' holding a joint social and infor' The ~ksandO:O.R.P. would 
i marion night for men and worn-like to increase their member- For more information, con:. 
en on Wednesday, March 8 at 8: 'ship, : Interested persons are tact Alan at 635-2577; Ai at, 
p,m, in the :Elks Hall at ~22~i under no obligation tO join, On. ' 635.7556;.Lawrexce at 635.3160; 
Tetrautt 9t: ~yone '~s~".t0 ~/:the •~e~t~ !~e tn"~ucti0ni,::~ orJim/at 6~-6790. ! ~'. i i 
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Wed"pd aryZ  1989 :: ~rvlew ~ ay, ~ Febru 5, 
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. .  . ... , . . . .  . , ; .  . • . . . .  - adorat/on,-S~dylz 
:::: " : my feelings W0U] Commentary . . . .  ; bygtephan le  Wlobe 
by S~l~hardo Wlebe Oh how I loved Randy Mor- 
• : Valentine's Day will always ford.. More than. Juliet. loved 
re~d me of a: boy i used to - Romeo, more than Archie lov- 
~dw~  Ah, Randy Morford;. an  ed Veronica, more than.Fred 
• eight~yebx-old girls, Valentine Ioved..W~a: I followed, him- 
dxe~.:Thick sandy blond hair,.:, e,/e~h~e,-tagging :behind him 
brightiblue yes, andenoUgh " like:apuppy, wati:hing the 
frec~He~tochm;m a snake. " .baci~iofhisblon~ headbob 
To~the boys in grade three, through'~i~he halls a t  school. 
. • L ,  • 
girlswere like themeasles .-- . .Th.anks to alphabetzcal order, I 
an unple~ant fact of.life (o be . satthree desks away from him _ 
tolerated. But Randy was dif- 
ferent. Hd~ew that girls. were 
pe6ple,/tOo,: and although e 
clidiz't:Seel~ ~)ut heir attention; 
neitherdid he spitatus or step 
on ouriheels. 
in class,-always aware of his 
presence nearby. Do yo u think 
he noticed? Pcobably not. 
As Valentine's Day ap, 
pr0ached, so did my opportuni- 
ty to let Randy know of my 
. , ~  . *. , 
.... Letters to the Editor . . . . .  
- C lar i f icat ion on FRDA 
T6,,the:Edltor; 
: Regarding. your article, 
• "Fuit0n -~ Hopes ~ for FRDA 
Renewal", in your February 8, 
1989issue, ~am. pleased that Mr. 
.FUlton supports the Government 
of British Columbia in its desire 
fo ra  renewal of the Canada- 
BritiSh Co lumbia  Forest 
Resource Development Agree- 
merit (FRDA): The Province .of 
• BritiSh C01um~)i a is extremely 
interested in renewing FRDA. 
Thishas 'a. •high* l~riority on Our 
agenda ~d ~eare not only in- 
indicates that Provincially there 
has been a 25 percentreduction 
in Backlog NSR due .to FRDA 
activities ,in the past three years. 
Backlog NSR will continue to be 
'reduced during the remaining 
years:0f the Agreement. 
Our Government is not only 
addressing Backlo[~ NSR.forest 
lands but, through Government 
funding commitments and 
legislation, is edSm~ng that all 
ateas harvested are reforested. 
The Government of British 
Columbia has accepted funding 
t 
terested in :renewing: the Agree- respq~!bilit~ o. r~tock, within 
men~, I l~Ut also in ~do/]bling the a five'~e~:pe riod~, all those areas 
expenditures. However, Mr .  harvested •be tween 1982 and 
FUlton goes on to say that, "... September 1, 1987. 
the size:~f theunrestocked land On areas harvested after 
has risen dramatically., 'Pro- 3eptember 1, 1987 all companies 
Vincially this is not, in fact, the with major tenures are legally re- 
case. : quired to carry out basic 
Under the current Canada- . silviculture at their own expense. 
British Columbia FRDA there 
have been increased reforesta, 
tion and survey activities o n 
backlog NSR areas that were 
harvested or destroyed by wild- 
fire prior to 1982. In the Prince 
• Rupert forest region reclassifica- 
tion of sites previously cow 
sidered as poor sites has resulted 
3n an increase in the good and 
medium site Backlog NSR. 
Although this is the case in the 
Prince Rupert region, a recent 
report by the Ministry of Forests 
(1988 Summary; ofBacklog NSR. 
Forest Land, September 1988) 
t -  t , . 
To catc 
An O~n, lettei(to a tldef: ~ 
#T6 the person who stole my 
purse from my home on Skinner 
• St. onTeb. I0, 1989 between the 
ho~of  12:30 a.m. and 1:30 
a.m. 
I wonder how it feels to be so 
o f O ld: '  aw~l l  :'L, 'i'; ~i! 1: 
his hidden passions for me; So: :1, 
I was abi t  tootall, too skinny, " 
too gang]y. So l wore pastel. : :: 
pink • "cat's eyd,• glasses and i~: :i~. 
had big feet. • He'd see'i~ey bnd./••  
all that, 
I surveyed the package of 
Valentines my Morn had 
bought; A child's package of: :. 
Valentines does not contain the 
passionate sonnets of Lady , 
Chatterly, but I found one with. 
lots of hearts and a boy and 
girl holding hands. "Be mine," 
it said. I carefully pencilled his 
name and mine on the back• 
This would do •it. We'd live 
happily ever after. 
When the moment arrived to 
empty' our mailboxes, the desks 
were littered with small white 
envelopes. I had a perfect view 
of Randy and his Valentines. 
He opened each one; quickly 
read the message, and casually 
tossed them aside. 
My eyes widened as he pick- 
ed up the one ~ from me. He 
openedit, glanced at it, and 
dropped it into the pile. The 
"REJECT" pile,] assumed. It
was just another Valentine to 
him. I was crushed. 
Now I'm a Mom, married tO 
another Prince Charming. I 
help my children address their 
Valentines, and I think of:Ran- 
dy Morford. Does h(#have a ~ 
wife and kids?• Probably. Does 
he have a three-year-old whoa~. 
carefully scribbles 0ut~Valen - 
tine names, butrefuses to give 
them away? ("T:~y're MI~!  
;I WON'1" ~h~ept)•Or"~ nine- 
year-old who waits~ntil'9:00 
p.m. the night before valen-= 
fine's Day to prepare the cards. 
(,'But Mom, if I can't stay up,, 
,til lO:3OI'11 never ,get  ,em 
This includes •seed collection, 
seedling production; planting, 
and 0thor measures reqUired to 
replace the forests. 
• For. areas harvested under the 
Sma)~ Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, the  cost of basic 
• silviculture •is recovered inthe 
saleof the timber. Our Govern- 
ment will ensure the silviculture 
work is carried out and that 
areas are fully restocked. 
v Dave Parker, 
Minister of  Forests. 
• -: -: . 
ha th ie f  
stress that you'have caused for 
myself and my family. 
l had toborrow money to 
replacemy drivers license and 
buy food. My bills won't get 
paid and there,!l be very little 
food in the house. I 'm sure 
you'D do OK, most likely you'll low that you have to steal from a 
sole supporting single parent  buy a new pairofjeans and treat 
who works • hard to earn an your friends. BUt guess what? 
honestliving? I'm betting that your friends are 
I think I know who you are just like you and l'm betting that 
and I pity yon to have no arab i- they'll turn you in for the $.200 
tion in life other than to rip off 
people who try to help you and 
allow you into their homes.. 
::*My purse c~tained my entire 
reward I'm offering. 
I only hope that you will learn 
from thin misLake, pay for what 
you have done and some day 
-=~ ~,- ' - - '  -o- .,Z,zs .more. In become a responsible citizen. 
en from me . . . .  . . . . .  ~-  .. LindaBangay, 
- - . . . . . .  Terrace, B.C. menti0n the 
lette 
• . , . _  
- *  . , !  . • 
- ,  , . ,  
The scouting movement in Terrace Is.enter, ing its 62nd year, 
and the local groups have amassed a large collection of 
historical material. Terrace Scout Darren Chaluplak recent- 
ly tried on a un l formthat 's  older t hanhe ! s 2" the uniform 
dates from the 1950's. Feb. 1~26 Isi~cout-uuloe weeK m 
Terrace and a~osS:.Canada. 
", . . . "  " , , J :  , ' "Ut ' "  .p  
, '5, . . 
::/i-::/ r: 
/ 
done !").• Probably• 
Does he remember the Valen- counsellor, nancial problems related to 
tine's Day of 19647 Probably Guy Pocklington, an itinerant debt. 
• not. counsellor for the B.C. Ministry For an appointment with 
They say you never forget Of Labour and Consumer Ser- Pockfington while he is in Ter: 
your first love. • vices, will be in Terrace, Kitimat race, call 638-3200. 
~ ~ ~ ~  
~ imkml lml l  ~ l t -  ~ ] 
I 
=.J.u   .Dolly'5 Care 
Chinese & Western Cuisine in quiet surroundingsl 
~ p  Sp .m. - -10p .m. -  "~--m"~ "' M0n.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. ;"a.~ldnlgh! 
4620 Lakelse Avenue ,, F,.. • sat. 1~:,~ Lm.- 1 m. , t ionday 12.~0 a.m. - -  10 p~,  • 
WI ST 638-8141 638-1848 0, 638-8034 L ~ ~ ' ~ ~ l  
! 
De tco  r" b u nsello ,n : ,  
Terrace*" ' "*;nexl: wee . . . . . . . . . .  k::: 
- , r  - 
Local residents who are in  and Prince ::Rupert during the 
financial difficulty will soon week of February 20 to offer 
hm/e:an opportunity to get free consultation: for people in the 
advice from a pr0fessionaldebt • Northwest who are having fi- 
• . .  ' . .  . 
RESTAURANT • : 
~"Ch lnese  & Canadian Food "~,~'  :; Specializing.in Chinese I 
liJ'~ oPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]I~,~ :" Cui~s ine  and  Canad ian  
I I i t~ Me.  - Wed . .30=.m.  - -  ZO:OOp•m.~,l l  , ,, . ' D iohe  o • ~Ek "~ Thursday l l z30a .m.  - -  II.~OOp.sn.~-~j i" ] |: o r .  o r - - - - -~z  u 
"~-,~ Fri-SaI i l :30a;m..- I;OOa.m. v ,, , l. I i ~  4606GrelgAve, forTake~ut I v--'~G'i.I! 
" Sunday I2:OOa.m. iO:OO p .m. . . , _ . . .  / I  I~]  T , , . . . . .¢  ph .=~, ,  t ~ l l  
. . . . .  r I 
i 
Copper 
 U.M40 Grill 
his spot could 
be yours 
Terrace Hotel 
I For your dining ploasurewe have ~..: ,  i 
expanded: ourCOpper Gri l lRestauront ;~ ~ 
hours. : . ' *~ : / |  
• . " ; ,  . .=  • r : " 
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': ..... "t'n'aee Re,laW:' We~inesday, F ebb;15;:1989' "7' 
o: :re i .... e here  L" ." ~" ~  :'~ "' "  
.::"ii::~or!dWar II ended for, Ter-: ings for their first residents and ing staff hired fromEssondale 
~ce:wtth a legacy of army bar- in 1950 Essondale employee and other institutions, 300men 
~aeksi returning veterans, and Fred Groom was l transferred • became permanent residents. 
memories • of sons and friends here as Nursing Supervisor for From these early beginnings, 
10St. This Was a small communi- the new 'Home f0rlthe~Aged '. [he Home,for :the Aged became 
ty. then;• dependant primarily on Soon after, Ted Skillicorn was known as Skeenaview and then 
ihe fill forest:, industry,: and  this: , appointed as the home's Admin- Skeenaview Lodge before being 
legaCy:0ffered':-a:second/source ~ istrator~ and his wife, Marge, replaced by'the present facility; 
0femp!o~ent: ~, ~: : i took on the responsibility of Terraceview .Lodge-  a home 
i!::The old barrackS were aban- Supervisor of Nursing Care. much different:than i ts  pred,- 
:: d~nedon the hill, relicsof recent Maria -Piffer and Roberta Len- cessor. Today's residents are  
lfistor3/. But they Were soon pur- non became the first to be hired both men and women and most 
Chased by  the province as a"as  administrative staff, and are far from 'dependant' -- 
residencef0r dependmit seniors, when Groom made an early they're an impo/~ant and active 
TWO "i local • residents, Susan departure Fred Stewart ook on part of today's community; 
Adams and ~Martha Paulson~ the job of administrator. Soon Fromthese arly beginnings: 
Were hiredto prepare the build -~ after, under the care of a nurs- and transition to today, 
hundreds of employees moved 
• to  Terrace, worked a t  Skeena- !Com]Tut l/]  View,and became a part of our 
community, h~nd this summer, 
• those who remained as well as 
by RalnerGianneila " others who moved away will 
Certified Data Proceasor 
Question.Answer Break 
Over the past few weeks I've been discussing considera- 
tions for first-time computer buyers. Since this seems to • 
. . • .  • 
meet again •during the Skeena- 
view Reunion in early August. 
Hundreds will remember the 
p~t, rekindle 01d 'friendships, 
and marvel at today's facilities 
for which they were • the begin- 
ning. 
have just'provoked more questions from some readers, I'm 
going to interrupt that series and use this issue to attempt to deal 
with some of those questions. 
~:' The first group comes from Stephanie Wiebe, who asks: 
Ouestion: Why is it:that a ten year old child :can figure out  
: :  ~ ' " . ' .  , '~i  .'- ,~  ; " t * ' ; " : -  ' " : "  " ~ programs that a thzrty-three year old. can t...? . . . . . . .  
Answer: As  any parent, or teacher .knows;.lOi~,eat old clffldren 
take pleast~e indeveloping superior skill to adults in games  and 
activities that are deemed to require 'intelligence'. For example, 
witness the behaver:of chess prodig~es,-...~,,.. • ~ • . 
"~How does one~l~al With. thL~'?. •Well '..v~ heard that Communities 
to.the south are starting to form support groups, for people in,., - 
thin predtcament;-App~entiy:onesuch group, the CCC (Corn~ 
puter Clutze~ ofCanada) have:~m anonymous chapter operatiiig, 
in  Terrace. Unfortunstely,,since th y are anonymous I have no 
idea of where and wbenthe loeal.chapter holdsits meetings~but 
i'm sureif you arelhaving suffidentdifficulty he CCC Will seek 
you oUt and lend you moral support. 
~estion: Sometimes I get the feeling that my computer is 
smirking at me. How can I stop this...? 
Answer: You can't. Computers have been smirking at humans 
as long as they've been around and probably longer. This comes 
from the computer's habit of always doing exactly what you 
TELL it to do, (as opposed to doing what you WANT it to do.) 
Computers, even supposedly 'smart' ones, have this tendency to 
take everything literally, especially commands fr6m humans. 
Is there a solution? I don't think so, all one can do is grin and 
bearit. I've had computers of all shapes and sizes smirk at me 
over the past 12 years and have slowly gotten used to it. Now I 
just smirk back and occasionally, when a •computer gets really 
.condescending, I resort o a few reBOOT's to wipe the grin off 
its monitor. 
Ouestion: When myhusband brings the MS-DOS manual to 
bed, does this mean th~ honeymoon is over? . 
Answer: This all depends on his reasons for bringing the MS-  
DOS manual  to bed. If he's using itto bore himself to sleep you 
have no Worries as part of computer folklore says ithe.secoz~d best 
cure for insomnia is an MS-DQS manual. 
However, if he starts gett.ing :.~xcited while reading it and utters 
noises like RAM-ROM Sutra you may have a problem on your .... 
hands. And if he goes on and begins muttering something about 
'59 dip switch positions' you had better take action. Your hus- 
band may be becoming a closet compuholic. 
First, you should have him discreetly followed. If he exhibits 
symptoms such as surreptitiously drooling at a computer 
magazine centerfold, 'The Motherboard of the Month', you need 
to enlist help immediately. Send him to your nearest chapter of 
Compuholics Anonymous and enroll yourself in their related sup- 
port group, Comp-Anon, self-help •for elatives of the computa- 
tionally depraved. 
Second,... Well um, er,... I guess I don't know what to do 
second, or third. 
I must confess Stephanie, you are right, there are no answers 
to your questions. What's worse, I'm not even sure if your career 
is safe. Just last Sunday I was listening to a radio programme 
about someone in Vancouver who was developing robots for the 
position of Household Slave and Domestic Love~Ooddess. 
Listeners actually got to hear the robot going about its duties and 
although I didn't find its synthesized voice all that alluring (it 
was trying to speak Japanese with a Scandinavian accent), there 
may be others who found it exotic. 
"~.iC:" 
i "'. , i ,  ;'::i..,~"~:~, ': ',.i" _ 
Terrace's "Books .for Babies" program delivered its first 
package last week when Hardip Sangha and baby Raman 
received their early language learning kit from public health 
nurse Donna Dickle at the Skeena Health Unit. 
Organizational work for this [~ r~ ~ L/,et 4~ r t  r' ~ ~ $'~ | t'~ ~ ~t~ t'1 | n e ,  
reumonbegan last summer e f n d .  . . .. l~ I Jk ,~. r~o.  , I~ ,#I  U C ~ U I ~ O -  U~, , ,  ~ I I IO .  
past employees had a meeting in - :.,, . . .. . ~ ' - " 
Tettaee. l,.aSt.,week to .help- add " . - ,." " " . " : Books  .for Babies, a 
some polish to present plans, i i '~/~e~l/~"~ ' ,  .programlthat.lias. spread 
But thereis little doubt the:re - , l~~~_~ ~ " ~ ! . .a l l  over.NOr~ America. 
.union wdl beahugesuccess.For , . ~ ' • ~(~r . :~ ' ,1 . - -^  " m recent ~years,- has now 
m the,words.0f past..employee. ' " ' ~ / ]~#~J~. . .~  come ito.Tetrac~ thanks 
and reunion~ o ~ r  Mars " " ' ~ "  ~.,L--.V..to. the: efforts O f staff 
Ooodlad, "Wizen :p~.p!e mia. " - " . ,:./J7" ~ .-~-J~r'.,~ :" , '~,~.~ro;n':Sch~ol' District ~88 
workp laee  !see~,that" there 'Ls a .. '~~'~ ''~' ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ "  " :*/ind" the ~'fc~rr~zce I~bi!c 
need, and havel.a desire to create" ' ~ ' . .  " .Library. The  • program 
a better quality of fifefor those ~ ~ [ . / ~ ~  .provides parents with a 
they care fo r ,  then the're is a ~ r t .~  \ package that ~will. h.eip 
lasting bond created amongst  i:! " ~ '~-A  r~ t'-] • , them teach begqnmng 
these people." . • .ii. • I~t~. - ' * ' -T (~ 'T~l~. /  -literacy skills to very 
.... : . . . : .  :- young children. 
.......... .~ :// ~-! " It began this month  in Terrace with patents receiving, the Books 
" • ......... for Babies package when..they take in their children for fh'st LDA vaccinations at the Skeena Health Unit. The package consists of a 
I1~ l[ a~ I Iq~ picture book, a list of suitable .boo. ks available at the Terrace Public 
~ l l~ l l  I I~  Library and a pamphlet explaining to par.ants the importance of 
" teaching reading skills - -  and engaging m other language,based 8e m J n a r activities like singing,.talking and finger-plays- tO young children. 
Books for Babies mmmittee member Pat Kolterman, a teacher- 
TERRACE -- Any local people 
with an interest in learning 
disabilities wilt have an oppor- 
tunity to consult* with an expert 
on the first weekend in March. 
The Terrace branch of the 
Learning Disabilities Associa- 
tionis bringing Dr. Janis Booth,. 
an educational psychologist and 
• .recognized authorityin the field, 
to Terrace for a two-day semi- . . . . . .  
nar .  
On the evening of March 3 
there will be a public meeting 
w~h Dr. Booth in the Terrace 
Hotel at 7:30 p.m. The follow- 
ing morning she will hold a 
workshop for high school teach- 
ers, and a workshop for elemen- 
tary school teachers i scheduled 
for the afternoon, 
Terrace LDA representative 
Deborah Dimitrov indicated 
that parents are welcome to 
attend the workshops for teach- 
ers. 
Dimitrov noted that the B,C, 
Tel employees organization is 
'n PaY] g all expenses for Dr. 
Booth's visit. 
Further information is avail. 
able by calling Deborah 
Dinfitrov at 635-460i, ' 
librarian for School District 88, says research has shown that 
children who are read to often from an early age develop better 
abilities in reading, writing, speaking, listening and concentrating. 
She adds that the parental attention•involved in reading sessions, 
"is away to show your child how special they are to you". 
Other committee members are Gillian Campbell, the children's 
librarian at the Terrace Pubfic Library, 'and Karen Sage, a teacher 
for School District 88. 
Local artist Marianne Brorup-Weston has also contributed her 
skills in designing a promotional poster for the program. 
Further information on Books for Babies is av~lable from Pat 
Kolterman at ;635-2449. 
t The Responsibility is Yours, 
" I1• II' E 
Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services 
.Would like to inform anyone interested in calling 
our office in Terrace for information that the 
phone number in .the TRY booklet that arrived in 
your mailbox is the wrong number. 
.The number for the Terrace NWADS office is 
618-8111. The number listed in the booklet ,s for 
the Terrace Public Library. We apologize for any 
inconvenience. 
Carol Harvle 
Director, Northwest A & D 
| .  8215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C, . 
.688-|117 
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More cautious year 
for Jeff Sharpies 
The turmoil of off-ice player activities and an over- 
abUndance of defencemen are hindering the perform, 
• ance  o f  the  NHL 's  Det ro i tRed  Wings .  
Also ,  i t 's not  helping 
Terrace's Jeff Sharpies in his 
second big league season. 
'A recent elephone chat with 
• Jeff :indicated all was not the 
fun-and-games of last Year when 
the Wings emerged as Stanley 
Cup Contenders. 
Nefarious stunts by regulars 
Bob Probert and Peter Klima 
made more headlines this season 
than anything the team did on 
ice. 
Sharpies aid they have nine 
defencemen on the roster, with 
only six or seven dressed for 
each game. "It's at  the point. 
where we all dress and got out 
for warmup, then come back to 
the dr.essing room to find out 
whether or not we're playing," 
he told us. 
"My scoring stats are down 
because I haven't been playing 
much (four goals, nine assists .as 
of Feb. 9). I haven't been o.n 
power-play at all. (He started 
the season as point man on the 
power,play). 
"You get into the odd slump 
where the breaks don't come 
your way. I haven't even killed 
Stats good 
for area .... 
juniors 
Three reasons for New 
Westminster Royals leading the 
coast division of the B.C; Jun io r  
Hockey League are products of 
this area. Terrace's Frank Bill is 
third top scorer with 50 goals in 
53 games, His overall point total 
is 108. Kitimat's Blaine Moore is 
seventh on the scoring list with 
93 points, including 32 goals. 
Just out of the top 10 is former 
Terrace player Brad Trudean. • 
His statistics were not available. 
The Royals have won 38, lost 13 
and tied one for 77 points, eight 
more than runnerup. PoweU 
River. These statistics were com- 
piled last.week+.. 
Tough,man 
penalties~sin~ l~,c~meback, f rom re t  u rn  s '+ , .  ~ " : .:: ,  7: . ,  * , . . , : . ,  
a. few games at :Adirondack." IOtimat is reviving its "tough- 
(Detroit's American Hockey man" boxing contest after a 
League farm team), tw.6-yea~ absence. 
Sharpies said the points Kitimat's Kinsmen Club i s  
haven't becncoming lately, but behind this comeback that  is 
,right now he's more concerned styled after non-pro types who 
:+.:::;+~+ .+ +[  • ,, . : , : : !~  ,~, , : : . .+  , .  , . .~;~, ~rV7 - ~'~ -* : : ,~: :~;  :+ 
,+ .  
The scores . . . . .  : . . . .  " f f lm~' '  "1.+ ++ . -" : ." . . , : .  : .~ ' : . :~ : :  " '+- i - , : : : : "  L "+ are.. +++ : :  , +:: 
+ : iili +r + •+• : . .  : .  • /• : ;  •++,  
MINOR HOCKEY, INTERCITY  LEAGUE-  FEB;  4 WEEKEND 
Terrace Inland Kenworth Bantams 8, Kltlmat.Bantam 6'• ::..!~--!. : "~'-: .... * r ;~ ~ ~- . .+ - . + .  :~:  + , .. . .  +,, 
Terrace Inland Kenworth Bantams 10, Kltlmat Bantams 1 +.. _ +.. '.. 
• - . .  : . • . , ' , ; ' . :  .+ . 
MINORHOCKEYATOM DIVISION:EXHIBITION --:FEB.~4WEIE 
Terrace Atom Reps 7-, Kltimat:Houee Reps6 " " . :+':::. ::~ -'[ i::+'ri 
. . . . . .  , ,  +: : ,+/:  Kltlmat House Raps 6, TerraCe AtomReps 4 " r " ; 
< ..  %. . .+~.  
CALEDONIA KERMODE BOYS' BASKETBALL SCORES.: ,.~ : : : '" 
" Feb. 1 - -  Vancouver College 84, Kerrnodee 82  " . . .  :)'.[::~ 
Feb.: 2 - -  Kermodes71,.Brltannla 63 (at M.E.I. tourney) • : ..... ,~.-;+ ~:'~IL 
,+ }. , :+: : : :  : : i  Feb. 3 -:- KenTodes 81, Carson Graham 39 (at M,E.l:t0urney) :" ' / : '  
Feb; 4 -- M.E.I..96, Kermodes 82 + .i::,. ,:+,:~+ :
-" ' ' : u '"  ; ! ' - ;~ ;  
SKEENA TSIMPSEANS BASKETBALL AT LOWER MA!NL 
Jan. 31 -- Skeena 56; Sea(iuam 44 . , : 
Feb:. I - -  Skeena59, Mary Hill of Coqultlam 36 : " 
Feb. I - -  R;C; Palmer (Richmond) 51, Skeena 35 . . . .  
Feb. - -  M.E.I. game cancelled 
Feb. 2 Abbotsford 54, Skeena 45 (Weetvlew tourney) 
Feb. 4 -- Westvlew•50, Skeena 39 (Westvlew tourney) 
Feb. 4 -- Skeena 50, M.E.I. 38 (Weatvlew tourney) 
%.,  - .  . ,  
: : !  + - 
EXHIBITION MIDGET HOCKEY WITH FORT S;r.JAMESATTERRACE:+i 
• Serles cancelled when Fort. St..James phoned one hour before game t lme . '::)[ I'i +:':-)!i~ 
to say they weren't coming. :: 
MINOR HOCKEY NOVICE HOUSE DIVISION FOR FEB. 4 WEEKEND ~+ ~ ~ 
• - ,%+~ 
Elks 3, Wilkinson Canons 1; Doyle's Blazers 7, Elks O; Long'e Logging 2, Legion 2. ,, :+~,, 
- . . , .  
MINOR HOCKEY BANTAM HOUSE DIVISION ":•;+ 
Feb. 7 - -  Northern Motor Inn 8, Ironworks. 4 . - - %'!:i:'::'~:: 
SMiTHERS ATOM MINOR HOCKEY TOURNAMENT.- FEB. 4 & 5~ • ,~ ~,,:,~:+:.:!~; 
Smlthem Hosklns 15, Houston 0; Hazelton.7, Smlthers Oscars 5; :~+i;+~:7;!,.: +~ 
Kltlmat Farwest 7, Smlthem Hoeklne 3; Smithers Oscars 9,: Kltlmat Bravos 2; ..... ~ . :~;?~.~ .:+ :~,~+L:++.,~!+~?~++~ 
Hazelton 4, Kitlmat Bravos 0, 8mithers Oscars 8, Kltlmat'Farwes l 5. - ~i:';i::.+%~!~+2~!~ 
PLAYOFF8 " " ' " "  
Smith•re Hopkins6, Hazelton 4; Kltimat Bravos 13, .Houston. 0; 
Hazelton 4, Kitlmst Farwest 2; Smithers Hoeklns 5, Smithere gamins.4. ,~....:. 
~L FINALS ~'I'ANINNG8 i .+•:.!*:~ :!i! 
. l~ I them Hoe ldns Oat), Smlthere Oscars (2nd), Haze,on (3rd), " ~" ~'~ 
• Kitimat .Fan#eat (4th), K|tlmat Bravos (5th), Houston (6th). ;+:: i ~7:i! 
. . . .  , ' " . ": . . . .  ;, . ";+'++V 
TERRACE MEN's +BASKETBALL LEAGUE ::,!i+i: 
Feb..7 --: Skeena Hotel ~ KIu~'& Son~s 74 ~:::: 
- :"(Hi0h a¢0rere -  J imKellar25,:pat M©Phee28), 7 ~ :"~;~.~!! 
Feb. 7 .-- All Seasons 85, EvsCIIppem81 (dOuble overtime)7: ":-i.!:.!)i!~i!( 
I ' •(High =w, orers :"  Rose " Rli3hard Klein ~"!:~::=:/~:-~!?~i~!!~  ~ Oickle.26, .... ..,, ..... : ++,.: 
: i::•'.i ?:: 
Feb. 9 - -  Eve Clippers. 75, Skeena h0to l :5~ 
feel they're tough enough• to get II 
into the. ring and beat a worthy .i opponent. .' ~Organizer Bill Franklin says 
• (Hl0h! ~mr  --Rlohard Kleln 24) ~ : ::+ +:: 
Feb. 9 - -A l l  Seasonk88, Klues and.Sons64 + ::.. L+ :'" 
• (Hl0h=~'0rer:-- Rose O lok le~)  ....... : + 
• . , . ,  . [ .  . , . 
, :  ' .  ' ' .+.  - + :,:. ~r~:?.~+ 
,, : ,. TERI~CEMEN'S RECREATIONAL .~. 
" :~. ;+ ." :: .:'::: : : ;H~KEY LEAGIUE . ' .7: ~; 
[ : ,  , , .  : . . . . . . /  . . . . - ,  . ; :  :: 
+ [ . .  
" +' + : : 8TANGING8 ' " 
• ".'.,~," +' OP,  W L T ".OF 
• +,  + + t ~ .+"  . .  . .+  
8kmneHotel , .  : • ,,., , 24 13 7 4 141 
N0dh ~0~8tAot0 . ' .  , 7 " , ,  23 11 8 4 117 
I Norm,sAUte.Refinishing ' ..23~ .'+I 10 2 107 
Inn.Of the'West. • 23  • 1 ,  . 12 3 112 
North• m M0t0r.!nnOkles • 23 6 12 5 69 
. . . .  : . . . .  • miUi~F.S scORn 
Feb. 7..-. Nora's Auto Refinishing 5, Northern 
Feb. 9 - -Skeena H0tel/13, Inn of the West 6 
• . + • . 
oA 
96 26 . i  
119 24 
117 19 7 +,~ 
103 17.  ~,]:..:~ 
i . . . . .  11' • • - ,112 ,  . "  
Motor Inn Ok ln  2, 
"We win one, lose one, win 16catiott has not yet  been I lrrd~ / 
anoth~, !0.~.. a couple - -  the selected, r ' ' '  ] Bruce ~ (8H) 
season isn't like.last year. All the Jim Rloler (NAIl) 
~a,um~.,--"--a by a • .' . . . .  " 7. Tom Turner(all) 
adverse publicity 
e w, ns  Andrl'n (INN) • m .P.~erl~ Imo+ler (INN) handful of players,  hurting the !~ ~ ~.  I + team:  We can't  seem to put  a l , ,&~l ,  ? 
.winning streak tngeth~r, even. 4~_ l l r l lnn  i  NonmIH (8H)[: . GIIIIa(INN): , .... 
.+  w..+ v , ,  . . . ,+  Stays 8chultz INCA)  
Dight0n H iynn  (INN) + 
G A P'lr8 TEAM 
30 .1§ 45 
25 17 42 
17 20 3"/' 
20 15 35 
19 16 35 
22 11 33 
18 -15• 33 
15. 32 
20 32 
'~0' 31 
Flea Mar lnu (NOA) 
Rlck Jo~hlm (~H) 
Todd Gleulmml (INN) 
.Willy Worefold (a l l )  
Jeff said a lot of good things 
that happened to them last year 
aren,t+coming across this year. 
He says it's been a tough year so 
far,:: but they're hoping things 
will Smooth out by playoff time. 
"With nine guys on the blue- 
line, the young players get the 
shuffling around. I guess that 
with experience I could get a 
regular berth by next season. We 
just have to live with it," 
"Right now I'm happy with 
my play and so is the coach. 191 
get a few more points before it's 
Over; bUt l've given upsome of 
- " -. my+. offensive .skill to improve 
defenslvely, That+s more lmpor- 
- . .  + ; -  . . . .  
+ - .  , • . , 
The Bob  Buse  r ink  o f  Hons, 
ton capttm~d the four-team, 
modified rOund-robin zone six 
curling pla~down at Hazelton on 
Feb. 4 weekend by beating Keith 
Stamp of Smithers 7,2 in the 
final game. Earlier, two Prince 
Rupert rinks - -  skipped byRay 
Billing and Jules Perry - -  were 
eliminated. Baase now goes to 
Kamloops for  B.C. interior 
senior men's (over 50) finals 
starting Feb. 24.. 
The senior men's (over 60) in- 
terior finals go this weekend at 
Penticton with Terry Ezaki of 
Prince Rupert representing zone 
six. 
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• Terrace goaltender Tony Hildebrand is wearing a new ring today. Tony, who plays for Fort 
McMurray O11 Barons in the Alberta Junior Hockey League, won the ring for being named 
most valuable player to his team for the first half of the season. Tony is shown in this 
presentation picture with team general manager Ron Wood and the unnamed gentleman 
who donated the award. 
    Tsimpseans return tocourts 
i!!i~:!i!cOachCam McKay's Skeena 
.:TSimpsean junior boys' basket- 
.i:ball team picked up lost time 
i~:and games with a six-day, six- 
.... ygame trip to the lower mainland 
'i starling .Jan. 31. 
~. The team was anxious to 
. T -  regain-their standi .ng in the top 
... IO, B.C. ratings which they lost 
when sidelined by the teachers' 
. strike, 
Their first game was against 
• - Seaquam and an 18=point effort 
from Mike Parker paced Skeena 
. .. - to a 56-44 victory, 
They made it two straight toplayM,E.I, juniors atClear- 
wins against another unranked 
team next day when they down- 
ed Port Coquitlam's Mary Hill 
59-36 in a morning game. Jeff 
McKay and Paul Manhas each 
scored I0 points. 
That afternoon saw Tsimp- 
seans lose their first game of 
their "new" season. They took 
on top-ranked B.C, Palmer of  
Richmond and lost 53-36. 
Manhas and Steve Dansaw each 
scored a dozen, 
Next day they were supposed 
water, but a power outage closed 
the school and thus cancelled the 
game. 
On Friday the 3rd, Tsimp- 
seans bega n their appearance at
the four-team, round-robin 
junior tournament at Westview 
in Pitt Meadows. 
Game one was a 54.45 loss to 
unranked Abbotsford' Junior 
Panthers. Manhas topped the 
scoring with "13 points, followed 
by Parker and Kenny Osei-Tutu 
with 10 each. 
Game two turned out to be 
iHirsh Creek gets grant 
,:~.~.~timat's Hirsh Creek Golf 
i~i~•Club expansion account is 
$50,000 richer following last 
'~ week's presentation f a cheque 
' in that amount from Skeena 
MLA Dave Parker. 
The  money is half of a 
$100,000 grant from the B.C. • 
': Lottery Fund to be used for ex- 
pansion of the club from nine to 
18 holes. 
• . A club spokesman said they'd 
spent $302,000 on the project so 
- far, and hoped to have the work 
completed by 1990. 
All three of Kitimat's major 
industries have contributed to 
the project. 
Alcan has donated-$2.2,000 
for access roads, and the golf 
club raised much of the project 
cost  by selling timber from 
Alcan'land which was cleared 
for the course fairways. 
Eurocan has come through 
with a $50,000 cash donation, 
and donated about $80,000 in 
labor and equipment. Ocelot has 
added $6,000 to the costs and 
made commitments for addi- 
tional donations this year. 
another loss - -  this time 50-39 to 
the number two B.C. team, 
Westview. Mike Parker's nine 
points was Skeena's best effort. 
Skeena's final game turned 
out to be a 50-38 win over 
M,E.I. Manhas again led the 
scoring with 16 points, with 
Osei-Tutu tossing in 13. 
Parker was named to the tour- 
nament all-star game. 
Their one-win, two-loss rec- 
ord in the tournament gave them 
a tie for second place. The trip 
finished up with three wins and 
three losses. 
This weekend sees Skeena 
playing in northwest zone finals 
at BoOth school in Prince 
Rupert. 
I II 
,view -= Wednesday!,February~ 15, ] 9899. ,  
Kermo:d e. boys 
back inaction 
After a ••layoff of several 
weeks, the Terrace Caledonia 
Kermode boys got back into 
senior high school basketball ac- 
tion early this month with a 
four-game tr ip  to the. lower 
mainland. 
Kermodes, who were ranked 
third best in B.C. prior to the 
teachers' strike that shut down 
all activities, were hoping to 
regain their their status despite 
being rusty from lack of com- 
petition. 
They kicked off their come- 
back with an exhibition game 
Feb. 1 at Vancouver College. 
The 'Fighting Irish' as they like 
to call themselves, are ranked 
seventh best in the pro~nce, 
whereas Ke/modes had dropped 
to the-honorable mention sec- 
tion due to no activity. 
Kermodes grabbed a 40-36 
lead at the half, but their lack of 
honed skills showed up in the 
second half and they ended up 
with an 84-82 loss. 
Steve Dewacht f i redup 22 
points to lead Kermodes. John 
Favela came through with 19 
and Dave Hogg had 16. 
After the college loss, it was 
on to the M.E.I. eight-team 
tournament a Clearwater in the 
Fraser Valley. 
Kermodes appeared sluggish 
in their opener against unranked 
Britannia of Vancouver, but 
coach Phil Letham relied on his 
bench strength which aided Ker' 
• , , .  
modes to a 71,63 win. Jackie 
Brown: named player of the 
year, set the pace with 21 points, 
He wasbacked up by 14 points 
from Andy Davis and 13 from 
Arnie Pelletier. 
Game two was a semi-final 
against another unranked squad 
--  Carson Graham of North 
Van. Kermodes had it all 
"together for this contest as they 
thumped the North Van boys • 
o.81-39. 
Hogg and Favela each scored 
~ 15 points while Brown added ~ 13. 
The win put them into the final 
against hosts -- unranked 
M.E.L • 
It was a wide-open high- 
scoring ame, but coach Letham 
felt his team played poorly. Sec- 
ond.half blues hit them again 
andthey wound up on the short 
end of a 96-82 score. 
The second-place showing was 
good enough for Hogg and 
Favela to earn first-all-star 
honors. In the game, Hogg 
scored 29 points while Dewacht 
counted 23 and Pelletier had 16. • 
The four-game lower main- 
land tour brought Kermodes' 
season record to 12 wins, three 
losses. 
This weekend Terrace fans 
will get a chance to see Ker- 
modes in action at Caledonia 
school when they host Rich- 
• mond Colts --  the current op 
ranked team in B.C, Games are 
!Ftkhty 'and SittUrda~y nigl~tS. 
Terrace competitom ready 
for B.C. Winter Games 
A total of 73 athletes will be going from Terrace to Nelson next 
week to compete in the 1989 B.C. Winter Games. The annual pro- 
vincial event runs from Feb. 23 - 26. The Terrace ntries are: 
Badminton: Chuck Cey, Betty Clent, Gord Clent, Nancy Con- 
don, Judy Flaherty, Mark Flaherty, Ken Fraser, Deane Jenion, 
Doug Jenion, Lisa Mailloux, Fran Mann, Shawn Mitchell, Karen 
Oldershaw, Norm Parry, Chris T erlesky, Chris Tuomi, Dan Tuomi. 
Wheelchair Basketball: Claude Brunean. 
Bowling, Boys: Start Anderson, Pat Lebeau, Jason Prevost, 
Jason Price, Mathew Soules. 
Bowling, Girls: Josee Banville, Lorna Burke'tt, Kari Haugland, 
Sonja Krug, Deddie Lebeau. 
Boxing: Darren Bell, Marcus Bernaidez, Pat Carey, Jasvinder 
Gill. 
Curling, Ladles: Dawn • Garner, Norah Jacques, Gall Larsen, 
Marge Skead, Joan Toovey, Darlene Yeske. 
Figure Skating: Jessica Lambright, Shelly Lefebvre, Kris Fairless, 
Paul Kelly, Andrea Komlos, Rosanne Komlos, Lorraine Phillips, 
Tracey Tomas. 
Karate: Melanie Goodlad, Roland Lagace, Lisa Lagace, Lynn 
Lagace, Calen McNeil, Dustin Shaffer, Dave Wertz. 
Skiing, Alpine: Brian Cox, Kelly Gingles, Rod McMynn, Kyle 
Stevenson, Hick Stevenson. 
Volleyball, Boys: Mark DeJong, Carl Devost, Marty Eisner, 
Shawn Grier, Kevin Hamakawa, Tom Hamakawa, Dale Hansen, 
Ken Knuil, Heath Muller, Kurt Muller, Bryan Netzel, Jason Price, 
Carl Redmond, Chad Zeigler. 
Weightllfting: Rosanne Komlos. 
I I I I I I I 
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Terrace athletes 
bnng home honors 
Athletes from Terrace comprised a large contingent of the com- 
petitors at the Northern B.C. Winter Games held during the first 
• weekend of February. The following list indicate s just how suc- 
cessful our local entrants were. 
: Archeryi Susan Payne, Silver, Ladies" Freestyle; Lance Visentin, Silver, Junior 
l~ys' Freestyle; Oil payne, Silver, Heavy Tackle. . 
Badminton: Lisa Mailloux, Gold, Senior Female; Jacqueline Neufeld, Silver, 
• Senior Female; Chris Terlesky, Silver, Senior Male; Judy Flaherty, Silver, Adult 
Female; Karen Oldershaw, Bronze, Adult Female; Mark Flaherty, Gold, Adult 
Male; Fran Mann, Silvei', Master Female; Ken Fraser, Silver, Master Male. 
Badminton Doubles: Lisa Maiiloux and Jacqueline Neufeld, Gold, Senior Female; 
Chris Terlesky and Wayne Ellerman, Gold, Senior Male; Kathie Casselman 
(Whitehorse) and Karen Oldershaw, ,Gold, Adult Female; Judy Flaherty and Nancy 
Concon, Silver; Adult Female; Mark Flaherty and Norm Parry, Gold, Adult Male; 
Fran' Mann and Diane Cey, Gold, Master Female; Ray Flaherty and Gord Clent, 
Gold, Master Male. 
Basketball: Mark Kloske (coach); Fernando Mil-Homens, Jon Sheperd, John 
Wilfiams, Toby Nunn, Juis Teixeira, Matt Soules, Steve Owens, Will Higgingson, 
Michael Hewhouse, Bryan Fick, Scott Hodson, Silver, Junior Boys; Shannon Mur- 
dock ~coach), Monica Holubowski, Dianne Green, Adri Meeuwissen, Caroline Hen. 
dry, Terri Dunphy, StefanieWeber, June Ross, Joy Schmidt, Silver, Womens; Willy 
Chemko (coach), Ross Dickie, Rob Martens, Jim Kellar, Wade Watson, Richar~ 
Klein; Ernie Froese, Dour Wilson, Roland Barten, Marcus Klein, Dave Kirkaldy, 
Bronze; Senior Men. 
BIKk Powder: Peter Nicholson, Bronze, Formal Flintlock; Peter Nicholson, 
Bronze, Primitive Flintlock; Norm Carelius, Gold, Knife and Tomahawk. 
Bewllull: Arlene Lindley, Silver, Singles; Moni~ Peacock (coach), Arlene Lindiey, 
Peter Nhyok, Irvin Henyn, Marle,e Sampare, Silver, Teams - Mentally Handicap- 
ped; Gary Edgar, Gold, Men's Sin.gles; Darlene Elkien, Gold, Ladies' sinjles. 
Bmdag: Carl Goodall, Gold, Junior 'A'; Ryan Back, Gold, Junior 'B'; Jassy Gill, 
Gold, Junior 'C'; Marcos Ikrnaldez, Gold, Senior. 
Darts: Bill Robinson, Silver, Men's Singles; Pat Campbell and Malcolm Baxter, 
Gold, Men's Doubles; Bonnie Dainard (Kitimat) and Noelle Bullied, Gold, Ladies' 
Doubles. 
Duplkate mridge: Dave Comfort, Keith Soules, May McFarland, Rolande Gagne, 
Silver, Teams. 
Gymnast,s: Midgets - Dividoml 9 ymum: Feleda Arbunh, Gold, Floor; Laura 
Palmer; Gold, Beam; Feleda Arbuah, Bronze, Beam; Feleda Arbuah, Gold, Bars; 
Laura Palmer, Bronze, Bars; Fdecia Arbuah, Gold, Vault; Laura Palmer, Silver,. 
Vault; Feleda Arbuah, Gold,All Round; Laura Palmer, Silver, All Round• 
G~maslles: Provludul 'B' Argo - 10-11 years: Stephanie Kuhar, Silver, Floor; 
Charlotte Jordan, Silver, Beam; Stepkanie Kuhar, Gold, Bar K Stephanie Kuhar, 
Gold, Vault; Stephanie Kuhax, Gold, All Round. 
Gymnastics: Divisional Argo- 10-11 ymurs: Lindsay Roberts, .Gold, Bars; Jennifer 
Nevus,-Bronze, Vault; Lindsay Roberts, Silver, All Round. 
Gymmmlks: Divi~oml ~ - 12-13 yean: Heather Albright, Gold, Bars; Kirsten 
Ho!kestad, Silver, Vault; Kirsten Holkestad, Gold, All Round; .Heather Albright, 
Bronze, All Round. 
BantamHockey: Chris Reneerkens (coach), Dick Eishorst (coach), Lew Larmour 
(nmnager), LiFo Baker,-.,Bobby Basan0, Robert Cowan?~ Pd~ag~,~Cox-l~'ck Dhami, 
"~Lific l~otJgan, Alvin*Bichorst, Kelly Gingles~-Kevin Hdl; Ned IrOn;. ltOt~ Larmour, 
Shawn Lawson, Dennis McCarrow, Kevin Marlegy, Andre Page, Andy Past, Chris 
Wilkinson, Silver. 
Oldtimem Hockey: Gary Sehatz, Joe Whitney, Les Thorsteinson, Grant Casper, 
Chris Bode, Rick Letawski, Frank O'Brien, Ken Olson, Bob Wilson, Gerry Martin, 
Larry Kranse, Brian Kennedy, Rino Michaud, Harold Cox, Brian Miller, John 
Taylor, Bob Cooper, Silver. 
Ksmte: Child~a's IKmts: Shawn Mermans, Silver, White 9 to 11 years; Ben Sippel, 
Bronze, White 11 to 13 years; Denise Brehaut, Bronze, Yellow 13 to 16 years; Joe 
Zucchiatti, Gold, Orange 13 to 16 years; Dustin Shaefer, Bronze, Orange 13 to 16 
years; Liza Lagaee, Silver, Blue 9 to 16 years. 
Karate:'ChiMren's Klhon ippon: Denise Brehaut, Silva, Yellow/Orange 14 to 16 
years; Liza Lagaee, Bronze; Green + 14 to 16 years girls. 
Karate: Men's and Ladles' Katm: Robert Dempstor, Bronze; Men's D - 
White/Yellow; Dave Wefts, Silver, Men's C Orange/Green; Steve Donahue, 
Bronze, Men's C -Orange/Green; CalmMcNeil, Gold, Men's B- Black/Brown; 
Suzanne Dufour, Bronze, Ladies' B- White/Green. 
Karate: Men's and Ladles' Kumite: Steve Donahue, Gold, Men's C - 
Orange/Green; Calvin McNeil, Bronze, Men's B -Black/Brown; Suzanne Dufour, 
Bronze, Ladies' B -White/Green. 
Indoor Se¢cer: Nick Kollias, Gil Ruse, Nelson Botelho, Joe Duben, Rob Morales, 
Richard Huson, Eugene Moore, Arthur Stihi, Louis Da Silva, Terry Walgren, Joe 
Da Silva, Gold, Men. 
Swimming: Joeile Walker, Silver; Santana Roberts, Bronze; both 100 Free 11 to 12 
girls; Terry Carellus, •Gold, 25 Breast 18 and over girls - Mentally Handicap; Kenny 
Star, Bronze, 200 Individual Medley 18 and over boys - Mentally Handi'eap; Jennifer 
Mackie, Gold, 200 Individual Medley 15 to 17 girls; Sabrina Brown, Gold; Terry 
Carelius, Silver; Sheila Allmong, Bronze; All 25 Back 18 and over girls - Mentally 
Handicap; Kenny.Star; Gold; John Reid, Bronze; both 25 Back !10 and over boys -
Mentally Handicap;Joelle Walker, Silver, 100 Back i ! to 12 girls; Joelle Walker, 
Gold, 100 Fly !i to 12 girls; Jennifer Mackie, Silver, 100 Fly 15 to 17 girls; Dave 
Vanderfly, Andy Focke, Ted Berlin, Robert Jay, Bronze, (Kitimat/Terrace), 200 
Medley Relay 1 ! to 12 boys; Samantha McKenzie, Trena Danieis; Michelle Creavey, 
Jasmine Dobson,;Bronze (Kitimat/Terrace), 200 Medley Relay 43 to 14 girls; Danny' 
Barbosa, Jason Barbosa, David O'Neill, Daniel Kearly, Gold, ~Kitimat/Terrac~), 
200 Medley Relay 13 to 14 boys; Christy Wilson, Renee Burnett, Suzanne Ooder, 
Jennifer Mackie, Go!d, (Kitimat/Terrace), 200 Medley Relay 15 to 17 girls; Terry 
Curelius, Gold; Sabrina Brown, Silver; both 500 Free 18 and over girls - Mentally 
Handicap; RunnY Star, Gold~ Stephen Trembley, Silver; John Reid, Bronze; all 50 
Free 18 and over boys -Mentally Handicap; Sllas Clayton, Silver, 50 Free 18 and 
over boys - Physically Handicap; Joelle Walker, Silver, 200 Free 11 and 12 girls; Jen- 
nifer Mankie, Gold, 200 Free 15 to 17 girls; Terry Carelius, Gold; Sabdna Brown, 
Silver; Sheila Allmond, Bronze; all 50 Back 18 and over girls - Mentally HandicaP; 
Kenny Star, Gold; John Reid, Bronze; both SO Back 18 and over boys - Mentally 
Handicap; SiMs Clayton, Silver, 50 Back 18 and over boys - Physically Handicap; 
Andy Foeker, Bronze, 100 Breast 11 and 12 boys; Jennifer Mackie, Gold, 100 Breast 
I$ to 17 girls; Diane Mclnnla, Terry Cureilm, Sheila Ailmond, Sabrins Brown, 
: Gold, 100 Free Relay 18 and over girls - Mentally Handicap; Brian Smith, Kenny 
Gold, 100 Free Relay 18 and over boys - Mental- i Star, John Reid, Stephen Trembley, 
mn~UmP.  
T~p SlioegMIl: 81mllm: Steve Kuhar, Bronze, Class C; Bruce Bennett, Gold, Class 
; D, 
Velk~lmlh Bill Sturn (coach), Bernie Dbtel (coach), Grant Livadney, Kev~n 
Hmgan, Kevin Hmnakawa, Bruce Neid, Garrett Hidber, John Paul Dodd, Jason 
Haldsne, Ben Foote, Daysud Wrubel, Nellam Parmas, Mitchefl Powers, Silver, 
juuio~ Male,• 
/~.i WMetlPolo: john Pollock, Murg McEwan, Ben Bell, Wllilam Holland, Shelley 
i ,t ~ '  Pat Shernum, Jamle .i~, Prey, Eric Berpma, Eddy DtI~. d_, Scott P.edtme, 
AJns¢ow, chris Linds~, AHison Ltndmh, TiaAitu¢0w, Desna ~0 nt e, 
.... , .  ••  i /~  :~! j l - ;  ~, " . . . . . .  
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Terrace Rotarlans (left to right) Ted Garner, Derick Kennedy, Gordon Gates and Larry Yeske 
display the trophy they won at the annual Rotary Curling Bonsplel recently held in Quesnel. 
As the winners of this year's bonspiel, Terrace Rotary will host next year's curling bonsplel 
in February, 1990. ,. 
Rebels hot in easterntour 
Coach Tony McCrory,s ed them with 15 points. 
Kitimat Rebels had had a rather 
short senior boys' high school 
basketball season, having played 
only one game•prior to Feb. 4 
weekend. 
A trip to Prince George for 
the annual Duchess Park tour- 
nament more than madeupfor 
the lack Of competition. 
On the way, they stopped at 
Fraser Lake where they defeated 
their hosts 78-62. Gary Reid pac- 
In their opener at Duchess 
Park, they whipped Prince 
George Senior Secondary 81-52 
with Reid scoring 16 and Mike • 
Ridsdale potting 15. Next it was 
Corrilieu of Quesnel. 
Rebels beat Corrilieu 76-63 to 
earn~a berth in•the final, Rids- 
dale had 30 points while Reid 
came up with 17. 
In the title match against Fort 
St. John, Kitimat wound up 
with a71-61 victory. The one-  
two punch of Reid and Ridsdale 
scored 20 and 18 respectively. 
Ridsdale won the most 
valuable player award for the 
tourney. Reid picked up a place 
on the first all-star team, and 
Jeff Sr~ith won second all-star 
team htmors, 
The trip gives Rebels a four- 
win, one-loss record on the 
season. - "•  
Coming events in local sports 
Kitimat is hosting a "tough- 
man" boxing contest on March 
18, and the Kinsmen Club is 
seeking contestants for four, 
two-minute rounds. There's no. 
entry fee, but you can win up to 
• qN,  . 
$250. For mformatton and 
• registration, phone B~I Franklin 
at 632-3917 by Wednesday. 
Registration for Terrace 
Youth Soccer" is on this Friday 
night from 6 to 9, and Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the 
Skeena Mall. Proof of birthdate 
is required. Fees are $25 for 10 
and under, and $35 for 11 and 
up. A boot exchange will be held 
during sign-up. Youngsters with 
uniforms from last year should 
bring them along to turn in. 
The Skeena Valley Men's Golf 
Club has its annual meeting 
Thursday night at 7:30 at the 
clubhouse. Elections of an ex- 
ecutive and Club captain will be 
held, along with season plans 
and finances. 
The Canadian national 
hockey team and Finnish na- 
tional team will play an exhibi- 
tion game at Kitimat's Tamitik 
on March 10th. Tickets are on 
sale now at Tamitik. Fan sup- 
port is urged due to the high cost 
of bringing these teams to the 
area. 
In high schoolsports, Terrace 
Caledonia school is hosting zone 
senior girls' triple 'AAA' 
basketball finals Friday night 
and Saturday. Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School will host the 
junior 'B' zone basketball finals 
for girls. 
In curling this coming week- 
end, Smithers is hosting its an- 
nual men's bonspiel.., masters 
men's (over 60) with Terry Ezaki 
representing this zone, h~ in- 
terior finals at Penticton starting 
Friday. 
• J "  . • . . -  
DOORS OPEN AT 4:$OP.M. 
.... 000  ® 
,uckyDoilar Bingo Palace 
4818 Highway 16 West 
INDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
:ace Minor Hockey 
mode Friendship Society 
Terrace Blueback SwimClub 
~,7 Air Cadets 
adies of the Royal Purple 
~ian Paraplegic Association 
!i !i,!:~ /- SATURDAY: B.C, Paraplegic Foundation 
' Terrace PeaksGymnastic Club 
Kinsmen (Alternate) ..... . 
Regular EVERYONE WELCOMEI Extra 
i Games • (~  14 yon, 0nd up) O~ .Games 
18  Thank you/Have a Nice dayl , : .  
i 
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1 /i: •ri!!iii FROM THEDESK OF  YOUR !~/i ~+:.+:.!:`~':' .... IGENERAL MANAGER 
"+ ,,Early in the+ New Year, we mailed out a short questionaire 
++to a gr0up,ofour me•be?ship, chosen randomly from our 
membership list . . . . .  
+ The purpose of the questionaire was to assist us in planning 
for the activtties reciuired to better serve you in the, coming 
, year. 
+-++ If you did not receive+one and wish +to express your 
: thoughts and/or concerns with respect to any :aspect of our 
operation, please stop by the Administration Office to pick 
one Ul). -: 
• The responseto date has been tremendous and we want to 
take this opportunity to thani~ all who returned the survey. 
• . : -  Many of you have provided us with very meaningful, con-- 
structive comments and suggestions. We will be incorporating 
as many-of your suggestions as possible in our 1989 work 
plans; 
we are committed to improving in those area~s you have 
identified, to better serve you. 
HAVE YOU MOVED? " • 
A number of surveys were returned to usbecanse you mov- 
ed and did not give us your new address. 
From time to time it's important that we be able to com- 
municate directly with you for whatever reason, be it a special 
Membership Meeting, Notice of Change to our Bylaws, etc. 
We do not want you to miss out on participating simply 
because we did not have your correct address. ., 
So, if you'have moved since becoming a member and have 
not notified our office of your change of address, please do so 
on your next visit tothe Co-op or simply pick .up the phbne 
and advise our Administration Staff. 
MEMBER,F~_ UITY STATEMENTS 
Each year, around ~May or June, these .statements:fare 
printed and availabl(~ for you to;Pi~,c k up at our Administra- 
tion Office. 
We do not mail these out due to the, tremendous costs in- 
volved. 
Member Equity Statements record your total purchases for 
EMPLOYEES 
OF THE MONTH 
• We would like to acknowledge 
• , the past and present Employees 
of the Month. This award is 
given in special recognition of a 
job well done: Vie Penner -- 
Theo Grant - -  Marflna Koch. 
, k* 'k  
NEW EMPLOYEES 
Welcome to new Employ~s: 
Cafeteria - -  Ruth Ladoueeur 
Grocery -- Shelley Heynen 
Grocery -- Gayle Maroney 
Gas Bar - -  Kerry Renshaw 
GARDEN 
CENTRE 
Just a little note to remind you 
that our new Garden. and Feed 
Store is in full operation to 
fulfill all your garden and 
livestock needs. We have a full 
selection of garden products ar- 
riv~g to coincide with the earler 
garden p Janners. 
, . 'k"k 
coMING 
EVENTS 
the year. your allocation for the year, i f  any, based on your 
!total purchases,and your total equity in:theTerrace Co-op. :+ ~:~ ;+~, 
S o, if you haven't picked,Yours Up, please do so during ~ JUst a few~ of the 
your next shopping trip at your Co-op. + 
" "LEGO" TOY BUILDING CONTEST 
Terrace Co-op is sponsoring a ,Logo" Toy Building Con- 
test for children of members of our Co-op families. 
If you have children 12 years old and under, they can 
register and participate in the contest. We:will have two 
categoides " 
a) Up to7 years o ld  
' b).8 to,12 years old 
There will be lst; 2nd and 3rd cash prizes of  $75, $50 and 
$25 in each of the two categories. All entries must be complete 
and on display at the Co-op the week of March 13 to 18th. 
Judging will take place at 4:00 p.m. March 18th at the Terrace 
Co-op Concourse Area. 
To enter, simply fill out the registration below and return 
to the Terrace Co-op Administration Office by February 25, 
1989. 
January 28th, 1989 was year end for the Terrace Co-op. We 
ended the year with sales of $12,399,734.00 and though it is 
too early for actual figures, ~e are hoping for a small ocal 
* 
earmng. 
1988 Was a year for ups and downs at thel~errace Co-op. In 
March our new General Manager, arrived, to date Lawrence 
has enjoyed Terrace with our much changing weather (at least 
he hasn't complained). ~- " 
In May the Garden Center was destroyedby fire, but is now 
replaced with trailers. Be sure+ to + check it out this Spring when 
it is planting season. 
Tentative date for the Annual Meeting is April 26th, 1989. 
Please mark this date on your calendar, guest speaker will be 
Harold Empey, Corporate Secretary of F.C.L. 
Terrace Co-op has chosen to remain closed on Sunday, 
I staying with the wishes of the community, who voted against 
Sunday Shopping. The board will be reviewing the Sunday 
Closure from time to time, to Study our position i.~ this mat- 
ter. " 
I 
upcoming 
events • planned fo r  the Terrace. 
Co-op t~s spring. 
To start zt all we have a Spdng 
Garden Seminar planned again- 
for March. All the latest gim- 
micks and gadgets to spruce up 
your garden will be on display. 
Our own gardener "Jack" will 
be there to answer all your 
gardening questions. 
In April we are planning our 
very own Flea Market. Bring all 
your unwanted items from 
around the house, rent a table 
and sell-sell-sell. 
At the end of April we have our 
Co-op AnnuaiMeeting. This 
year we are planning something 
different and hope to have a 
very special guest. Stay tuned 
for more news on this event. 
Hidden somewhere in this news- 
letter is a very lucky Member 
:~ Number. If it is yours identify 
yourself at the General Office 
and claim a prize valued at ap- 
prox imate ly  $25.00. Prize must 
be claimed no later than March 
31, 1989. 
~ Terrace 
Co-op. 
Assocualion 
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• NAMIE  . . . .  , 'k Knowledge and umber 
• " " shouldn't be much used till 
: ADDRESS , + ,: ,,+ ,, l 
• | they are seasoneo.-" 
• . • 
: PHON : + ' ..... + : , .Governmeat--ns the only 
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HARDWAREDEPARTMENT 
As our 1988 Fiscal Year comes to an end, the Terrace 
Co-op Hardware staff would like to thank our members and 
non-members who patronized our Department in the past 
year:We hope to see your continued support in 1989 and our 
staff will try to provide you with the best service possible. 
In 1989 you will see a revamping of our Housewares Sec- 
tion. This section wilt'be re-merchandised, offering you a 
wider selection of products with variety in mind:We will con- 
tinue carrying the present large selection of Small Appliances 
blus adding any new product that might, interest our 
members. 
You will see a few changes in our Home Improvement 
Department. A complete selection of A im• + Handshowers 
and accessories and a complete re-merchandising of the Spar- 
Pak section which will provide you with a wider selection of 
product:in the line of screws. We would also like to remind 
you of  the exclusive quality and performance guarantee of 
our Co-op Label paint, which states that we expect you to be 
completely satisfied with the quality and performance of our 
product. 
In 1989 we are looking forward to our best Sporting Goods 
season ever. We would like to accomplish this by providing 
youwith a wide variety of merchandise in Camping, Cycling, 
Fishing and Hunting Departments. Look for our new line of 
bicycles and bicycle accessories. We now also have our new 
line of Ambassadour reels in stock. 
Leslie Quast, one of our Hardware Department cashiers, i  
handpainting shirts. She will do original works or custom 
made orders. If you are interested in looking at some of her 
work contact her in the Hardware Department. 
Again we thank you for your support in 1988 and look for- 
ward to serving you in 1989. 
The new Tewace Coop Garden Centre is prepared to fill all 
o f  your gardening needs for the rapidly-approaching spring, 
with helpful staff members like Kelly and Janet. 
FROM OUR FAMILY  FASHIONS 
DEPARTMENT 
We haven't yet said good-bye to Winter and already our 
spring and Summer merchandise is arriving daily. In our 
Ladle's anii Children's Wear Department we have a new line 
of knits to help you create your own mix and,match outfits. 
This Nygard line of knitwear comes complete with a fashion video to 
give you ideas and help you make the best selection for your 
particular ~vardrobe needs. , 
For those who enjoy •home sewing, we have. a brand new 
line of vibrantly coloured poly-cotton fleece, ,and interlock 
knits with matching fibbing. For added convenience, the dye 
lots are all' matching tool 
Soon to ~mive direct from the manufacturer is our Spring 
selection ot" towels and bedding linens. We have chosen quali- 
ty at affordable prices. Fellows, for your outdoor working 
comfort, come in and check out our Lee boot cut jeans and 
Storm Rider jackets. ~. 
Our selection of "all season" Gortex jackets is better than 
ever this Spring. New additional colours available this season 
are charcoal for men and hot pink for women. Our f'n'st Spring 
deliveries will be in February. We are pleased to offer the 
1989 Gortex selection at good old 1988 pri.c.esl . 
All that remains to be done of our Famdy Fashnons pain- 
ting and renovations i the addiuo.n of the contrast wail 
std .pes:. Hop•fury customer inconven,ence has been kept to a 
mimmum. . 
The tedocmon of our checkout has been done to create 
more spacious hopping.. . . . 
I f  ]~0u have any questmns rqgardtng our Famdy Fashions 
Departntent please fed free to aPProach our department 
unanller Wayne Jones or any ofhls capable employees. 
I IU I  I . . . .  I I 
i 
PRO.TECH___________ 
ELECTRONIC 
I:: HGIN[l: RING , .  ° . , , , - ° ,  + , . , .= . , .  , ,°, 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE-  T.V. RENTALS 1635"51341 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment. 
+04)plisI1COS 4Sltl UgELSI. TERRACE 
• Also Commercial & Industrial .,. 
Electronic Equipment 
~L¢I'ELU~ T.V. + 
. ' • .  
~iiiill +'• 
iiii . . . . .  +"~ 9:'  :i~'~;~"~i: ~' 
++:[++, +,+~': : ~:I+, p:+J " ~ : . . . .  
+; " .~+}:  l , + ; l : ,  ~L , ,  
.~ 'VA 
• ;7';i!::~ :: ....... , , ~: • 
l r 
Your chaplets++ + ~  
source fop all + ~ ! 'U t+I t :+H + 
+your heatlng+ ?+ 
+needs. J 1 1 1 ~  
- I 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd, " 
5239 Keith Ave . ,  Terrace 635-7158 
. . . .  1 • , 
+ . . . .  + , :+++ , ,+  + +++ ...... +>+~!:iil;! 
. . . .  : ' i : +:; - - : i~.', i '  2 i:( : '  • . . .  • j L~ * '  I , . [ "  I I] 
I • • 4711-A KoRh Ave. r p . ':h , 
AUto Giass Speclallsts :: 
ICeC¢!alms handled:promptlY.(: i: 
• 638 ,1166 r - -  
• I I  , 
I ++ I B I d ..-- +. ++ ,. ,..,+.. ,,.-. 2803 Kenney St reet  ~ ,  INI. IN l r l i~  oncl.+ PUBLISHERS +i 
Landscap ing  GioseUp CHANG S .  wo,,.,...,n,,,.'-- 
DI=$1GN --  INSTAU~TION I nn  l:t lmle,',  " I  ~ L ~ l f  ~" II ANZA Pr°CiUCt$ • 
, .. MAIN'I~NANCE ,,~"~' ='~'~,~ I ' BUSINE, , 'SERv- . "+ 
I ' COMMERCIAL-- RESIDENTIAL IO~'~O'~O/" / ~ .  " " Phone Ior on oppoi,dme,O ' 
I • L A W N  REJUVENATION. ' P 3e~3 ~ ~ '  [ " " ~ . . . .  " " ' " i Ca l l°n °ur.Duign Te°m 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 655-9666 635-7840 i . PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP - .mrrlcl, u.u.. I 
Terrace ~ + +  " ~';~ .a~ 
~ Tree Trimming ~=-~ -~:~-~ -~--~ I • MEIIC CRUISBI$ ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS - 
I HOMEUIIHT LAWHOWEflS Wdl cut down any tree! ~1~t ;  I • HAIIILTON&OUTilOARDMARINIHilJETS 
/ " + ' .YAMAHA POWER PROOOCTS , 
| ,  ' SH IM~A CHNN ~ ' 
[ " 31,000.000 " .b l l l~  fo r  YOUR ' ; ° t " l l °nT  ~ e . ~  4946 Greig Ave . .  Terrace . . . . . . . . .  + ' -=,  , ++ I ++.:moo t 
. : . . ,  ._  . p 
• • . . • , " / ' .  " . . , +-  
I II 
I ~ Rust  P ro tect ion  ifor 
KALUM TiRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. NOW and Used  
Your Complete Automotive Retailer 
" . ; Business. 635-4902 
+4BO8W. Highway 16. , .  ' . . . . . ,  rm.,~' 
Terrace, B c V8G 1L6 roger,  c~o-~v,3~ i 
RON or AL 
MUFFLER CENTRE commercial & 
"If you're satisfied, tell others Realdentlal 
-. itnot*,., to, us," ' " 638-1876 . . 
. 491e Greig Ave. Nathan Woddell - Eleclricol Contractor • 
Te,ace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 493] Lozello Ave. ,  Ter race  
HbQUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
• Durab le -  High Quality ' ! 
. Vulcanizing Repairs-, 
- We Sl:~¢iolize in conveyor belt 
installotions, splicing, end repairs 
i vulconizing:and pulley. logging 
638.8530 24HOUR sERVICE: 638.0653 
. , ,  ~ . .  , , , , .  • -~} ' . , ,  , ,  . : : ,~ .  ~.~ 
,L  'q ' .  
'~ :~,~ ; . .  " , . ,  
' ',:/,,',;i' +i: ' i  
4'  ,C" '  
:, • :>! / - ,  "~_ 
TOTAL  
BU$1NF~S ERVICES 
.~ TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS ~rPHOTOCOPYING 
, ,  24..HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638,8195. 
-3238 Kolum St., Terrace. B.C., VSG 
I , I I  • 
Jon's Photo Graph 
Weddm s John Rodo~ ~. 
4 d 
i. g ' Custom Frammg 
PortraRs. ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings I ,~  . . Posters 
5 Mmute Passposts ' ! Limited Editions 
Dry Mountmg Lammatms 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Temce, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1139 . Res..635,SS44 • 
~ i  -- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
-" First quality shop service 
- Fast. friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
*- Comp!ele personalized service 
+ 
e Prices are VERY.COmpetiti~ e 
AWWA Investments Ltd. " " 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988' 
4We Lakebe Ave" Terrace, D.C' 
638.1168 
I I 
I I I I  I 
MoloroyOlell • Chl l lni lwl  ' -: 
!:, " ~ l e =  • Mldne 8uppl ln + 
~ ::TERRACE &.EQUIPMENT 
Y SALES q~ LTD. 1 " ~ r 
• SK IDO0,  : : 4441LJkellm Ave., Terrllce P h . ~  . 
. , ' ' .  . . . . . . . .  'K  
13 
!:A, ' , , :  
~: ; - . .The  president of 
fine: Association of B,C. 
. . . . . . .  ng ,ndustw 
The Brundtland Commission that • mine development is re- inCluding the preservationists- 
Report, is a comprehensive ex-.' spo~ible, for some'of theinfra- in our  everyday existence, 
• . . , ,  
• • • ,  , , - -  • . . , 
" ' "  ~.' ' : ' . ' -  :>"~ ; ( , ; ' . " '~"  ' "  " ' ' . . . .  ~ ' "  " : " -  i ,-." : - :,:.:, TomiWaterland, addressing'a: ".' W.ateriand simultaneously 
~i ,: • lunclleohmeetingbfthe Terrac'e ~ l'as'hed/out at preservationists 
~. :"~ :i::i~afi~d District Chamber o fCom-and defended the B.C. mining 
:/merce, told the gathering he is industry's approach to environ- 
an :  environmentalist, but he's mental responsibility. "People 
als0fed up with specialinterest living in places like the West 
.:~gr0ups lobbying for total preser- End of Vancouver want the 
~ation of. mi'neral-rich areas in /government .to preserve areas 
• :..:B.C; like the Stikine River So they can 
. . . .  He asserted~that those groups use them, but they don't want 
are . "hoodwinking politicians" the people who live up here to 
:i : : :by using seiected portions of the use those areas to  generate 
::c~'~i -~'~---'~ people of the world's an- Structure that exists in this on  local business amination 
~!:::i/laSt:~:~eek~t0 help the B.C. min-. vironment prepared for the ,'largely undeveloped, unpopu- 
:/'~:!ng~indUstrycle~m up its public United Nations under the leader- lated" area. 
:,i.:i•im~tge<,:i • . ' ship of a former prime ;minister Contrary to popularbelief, 
-of. Norway  and released last water landwent on, the.mining 
/::! :"/i:/i~;:~,.:::/bY~!~ehae!Kelly : year.  • • - , industry in B.C. has only. af- 
wealth," he said. 
Northwestern B.C., he said, 
has more mineral potential than 
any other region.of comparable 
size in the world, and he added 
Brundtland Commission Report 
to further their own aims and 
dis t0rting the overall message 
thereport was intended to con- 
vey. 
fected a small proportion of the 
province's total land base -- 
one,fortieth of one percent -  
and it'is one of the most highly 
regulated industries in  the 
world. "Any new mine is subject 
, Discount sales and 
retail advertising 
to a rigorous planning and pro- 
tection process." 
The products and benefits of 
mining surround all of us - -  
Waterland ,pointed out. Ex, 
amples include everything made 
of metal andanything that burns 
gas and fossil fuels, i . 
"Yes, there are some technical 
problems, like acid• mine 
drainage," he admitted. "But 
We are looking after our own 
prob|ems. People see us as being 
destructive, but we are responsi- 
ble citizens. It's up to you to 
help people see us accurately. 
We're at fault for our image... 
• we've been bad communicators, 
and we need your support. 
The discount sale is a merchandising 
tool, often used to clear, slow-moving or 
dead stock and just as often used to at- 
tra,L't and retain customers. Advertising 
and promotion are, in both instances, as 
important as the quality of the merchan- 
dise and the prices to which it has been 
discounted. " " ' 
The discount sale can become a 
regular event, timed to seasons, to the 
holidays, to special occasions like the 
~ginningof the school year, and to the 
retailer's own merchandising program. 
As a regedarevent, broadly promoted 
and actively advertised, iLsoon is/e stab- 
by Phil Hartl, _ 
• Manager, Tewaee 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
lished with customers. : : . .  
How often have you, the retailer, heard a customer say he or 
she is waiting for so-and-so's discount sale to obtain a particular 
piece of merchandise?" 
There is a danger, though, in having too many discount sales. 
The retailer then may be sacrificing too much of his margin to at- 
tract raffic. Marked-down merchandise has to be kel~t in a pro- 
per relationship with other merchandise. The retailer's objective 
is a year-long average margin which is profitable, not just quick 
sales on which margins are nominal. 
There is a further question, too, in the image the retailer 
wishes to project. Some merchandise imply doesn't lend itself to 
discounting, particularly when price equate s with quality in the 
minds of customers. 
Discount sales, to be successful, should be carefully planned. 
The retailer should have enough merchandise on hand to justify 
the extra advertising and other costs that may be incurred. The 
extent of  the discounts has to be carefully calculated; so has the 
range of merchandise to which they are applied. 
Make careful notes when selecting the merchandise to be dis- 
counted. They'll help in the preparation of advertising, special 
stickers for the merchandise, and signs for posting in the win- 
- dows.: Adyer t i s ing 'sho~d~a~:~t  least a week in advance of 
the sal~ givingtime f~r fOiloW-~p' customer Contacts by Word of 
mouth/telephone calls and mailed reminders~ 
The store also needs to be preparedwith the discounted mer- 
chandise placed on prominent display. Store staff should be well 
briefed. Special incentives may be offered to assure the en- 
thusiastic support of individual sales people. Their advice should 
also be songht. Sales people have first,hand knowledge of what 
customers want. 
A discount sale is, in many ways, an investment by the retailer 
axld, like all investments, hould be actively monitored to obtain 
• maximum return. Keep careful note• of how merchandise is mov- 
ing during the sale. Be prepared, if necessary, to quickly obtain 
additional merchandise of the sale is exceeding expectations. Or, 
i f  off to a slow start, be prepared to extend it and to increase 
advertising. 
But never forget that the objective of a discount sale, as with a 
normal sale, is to show a profit, It should always contribute to 
the overall profitability of the retailer's operation, whether by 
• clearing the way for new merchandise or by increasing the 
number of c~tome, t~ coming ihto th~ store, ' 
TOM WATERLAND: ...we 
need your support - -  you 
need us. 
"He lp  us send this message to 
the policy makers --  you need 
US."  " 
Local MP calls Bank of Canada 
inflation theory 'preposterous' 
We all like to think that our 
polit;cians and leaders of our 
institutions are mature, clear- 
thinking individuals looking af- 
ter our best interests. From 
time-to-time however, thisis dif- 
ficult. Particularly when Gover- 
nor Crow of the Bank of Cana- 
da says that the best way to 
control inflation is to keep un- 
employment a eight percent. 
• And this is just what the Bank 
of Canada has suggested -- keep 
the unemployment rate "h igh"• 
- -  even higher than the one 
million people now out of work. 
The theory, according to Bank 
of Canada researcher Dav id  
-- Rose,.is-.that,an unemployment: 
• rate Of less than eight percent 
would add to the rate of infla- 
tion --  now running at four per- 
cent. 
Alcan 
declares 
j .• 
dividend 
share spilt 
Alcan Aluminum announced 
last - week payment of an in- 
creased quarterly dividend to 
shareholders over the previous 
quarter and a proposal for a 
three-for-two division Of the 
company's common shares. 
'The dividend of 42 cents per 
common share, payable in U.S. 
funds to shareholders of record 
as of Feb. 17, is an increase of 
40 percent over the previous 
quarter. Share dividends in that 
quarter had gone up 30 percent. 
It's the fifth quarterly dividend 
increase for Alcan shareholders 
in the past five years.... A state- 
ment from the board of direct- 
ors attributes the increase to 
improved earnings and a posi- 
tive outlook for the economy in 
general. 
The share division proposal, 
which would increase the num. 
bar of outstanding common 
shares by one-half, is intended 
to make the shares more attrac. 
tire to a larger number of in. 
rasters. If approved by Alcan's 
share-holders at the annual 
general meeting scheduled for 
April 27, the share division 
would take effect May 9. 
The company's issued share 
. . . .  capital Currently stands at about 
• " 151,734,000 common shares. 
• What he's trying to say is that 
if unemployment is low, workers 
are in a position to demand 
higher wages, and this adds to 
the cost of goods and drives up 
Consumer prices. On the other 
hand, if jobs are few and work- 
ers plentiful, workers are in no 
position to bargain. And ac- 
cording to Rose, eight percent is 
the magic number --  anything 
higher would be unneccessary 
but Would• put the brakes on 
inflation, anything•lower would 
add to inflation. 
"The rate o f  unemployment 
at which inflation Would tend 
• neither to accelerate nor to de- 
. celerate", ~.says .,. Rpse,_. !'was_ 
about 8 percent a t  the end of 
1987." And with a current 
nation-wide jobless rate of 7.6 
percent, what he believes must 
be done is clear. 
"Preposterous," says Skeena 
MP Jim Fulton. "This just dem- 
onstrates how distant Brian 
Wilson and Brian Mulroney are 
from the millions out of work. 
It, s more important to fight in- 
ration, which is at a historic 
low, than to fight unemploy- 
ment." 
And what this fight amounts 
to, according to Fulton, is high 
interest rates. But he says that 
the fight•is only against a strong 
Toronto economy while the rest 
of Canada is being ignored. 
"It's punishingthe r st of Cana- 
da," he says. "Particularly 
Western Canada." According to 
Fulton, the fight has ~used 
poor performance inthe sales of 
exports such as raw resources, 
the mainstay of the B.C. econo- 
my, and is slowing a number of 
small and medium sized busi- 
..nesses_si~ly. bef.aese debt~ has 
become xpensive. 
There's nothing stopping Wil- 
son from targetting Ontario 
while leaving the rest of the 
country in peace, says Fulton. 
"Here in Northwest, low inter- 
est rates would create jobs, not 
increase inflation," he says. 
"We're not suffering here - -  the 
worst problem here is the high 
cost of money." 
i l~ l  TaxationReVenue Canada RevenUlmcx~t Canada 
BRINGING YOU 
INCOME TAX 
ANSWERS 
If you have a problem with your income tax 
return, we can help. If you need assistance or extra 
copies of lax returns, schedules and forms, 
we have them. Need booklets,,gui~,, bulletins? 
We have those, too! 
ALL FREE OF CHARGE 
WE ARE ATYOUR SERVICE 
This special, local lax information centre, 
staffed by Revenue Canada Taxation 
will be at: 
Ten'ace: Skeena Mall 
Starting: Febrtmry 21 and until February 25. 
We~l be pleased to help you. 
Canad  
. I 
• , • " ,  : " :. • • , . .  
Water 
safety 
instruction 
Betweennow and the end of 
March the Canadian Red Cross 
Society will be offering two wa- 
ter Safety courses at the Terrace 
Aquatic Centre. _ r r " 
The ~water Safety Instructor I 
training program will run from 
Feb. 17-26. Prerequisites are 
Green Level (>f the Red Cross 
Water Safety program and a 
minimum of 16 years of age for 
all registrants. 
The Water Safety Instructor 
II tr "along program will be of- 
feted from March 25-29, and 
eligibility is based on completion 
• of the Instructor I course and l0 
hours of practical instruction 
experience, Candidates must al- 
so hold a Royal Life Saving 
Society Bzonze Medallion or its 
equivalent. 
Successful completion of the 
Instructor II course enables 
graduates to teach and evaluate 
all levels of the water safety pro- 
gram. An Instructor II cer- 
tificate is also a requirement for 
employment at most aquatic 
facilities. 
Appl icat ion forms and 
further information can be ob- 
tained by writing the Red Cross 
Water Safety service at 4750 
Oak St. or by calling 879-7551. 
.,,,. 
More letters 
Snowarama: 
To the Editor; 
On I~half of the Skeena 
Valley. Snowmobile Association 
and the B.C. Lion's Society for 
Crippled Children, I would like 
to thank everyone who con- 
tributed in any way to make 
Snowarama '89 a success. 
. Sixty.nlne mowmobilers came 
out on Sunday, February 5th, 
and together aised $I0,300.00 
for crippled children. 
Special thanks to CJFW, 
CFTK, Ken's Marine, Terrace 
Equipment, Lindsay's, and Don 
Daumont. 
Mac Fell, 
, ' -  " '  Chairman, 
' ~ :: ' ' Snowarama '89. 
Attitudes 
To the Editor; 
I recently moved to B.C. from 
Manitoba. I read a survey 
recently that stated Manitoba 
had the highest discrimination 
. rate in Canada. 
Since I've been here, I've been 
treated badly by waitresses and 
store clerks. 
I am a native person. 
I do not understand why peo- 
ple are like this. Is it because 
i.th~ do not. understand my 
~lt~and hedtaBe? I know this 
~ t J o ~  can be the other 
way mound also, but I can only 
speak for myself. 
I think to hate someone you 
don't undcrmmd is a waste of 
time, and I have better ~ to 
do with mine. 
I hope next time I am shop 
pinJ in Terrace (end ~/), I see a 
d lanes of attitude. 
mbm , 
: ] :  
,¢j 
: -~:,. ~ : : ~ . : ~ - ~ ~  
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Snowarama '89 attracted 69 local snoWm0illers F.e.bl 5 Who enjoyed some of the best Weather eyeful But hlswasi<i. : ~iii!' ://i~ii!i/~: 
only a plus to the Success of their prime objective.,through t is event, the Skeena Valley Snowmobile Assoola- :i!i:i!:! i~i ?:/ 
ti0n raised $10,300 for the B.C. Lions Society crippled children's fund. Photo by Ken's Marine. : 
Coming Events 
February 15, 20 and 22 -- Northwest Community Col- 
lege is offering a Volunteer Literacy Tutor Program. The 
Journeyworker program will enable you to work one,on- 
one with illiterate persons. Teaching others to read Is a 
rewarding experience. To register call Ella Goodlad or 
John Noonan at 635-6511, local 271 or 242. Time for the 
course is 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at NWCC. 
February 13 to March 13 -- Every Monday, "Asser- 
tiveness Training for Teens", 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at 
the NorthwestCounselling Centre Group Room, 4603 
Park Ave. This course is for teens between the ages of 
13 and 18, designed to teach basic communication 
skills and techniques for Improving relationships. 
Please register by calling Lil Farkvam orLynn Hughes at 
638-8311. 
Wednesday, February 15 ,-; The Skeena Pr0tection 
Coalition will be holding a meeting at 7 j).m. in the 
Library Arts room~ Focus wi]i ~'be'.::'~Rec~;ciing " oUr ~~ gar, 
-Tuesday, February r21 - -  VIDEO NIGHT,at the •Terrace -~ ,, 
Youth Centre, 4634 Welsh Ave. (Ukra!nlan Hall)~Popcorn >:  
and hot chocolate!! 
Wednesday, February 22 -- Regan Lawrence, Kitimat's 
Youth Ambassador to an ,International Pioneer Camp"~ 
inthe Soviet Union in the summer of 1988, will be show- 
ing her slides and talking about her experience in 
meeting teenagersfrom all around the world, at 7 p.m. in 
the downstairs of the Terrace Public Library. Childcare 
subsidy is available. For more Information, call North- 
westDevelopment Education Association at 635-2436. 
Wednesday, February 22 -- CaM PUTER GAMES, spon- 
sored by the Terrace Youth Cent re at the Terrace Public 
Library from 7to 9 p.m. The Centre on Walsh Ave. stays 
open for games and funt 
Friday , February 24 -- KOKORO DANCE at 8 p.m. at the 
R,E.M. Eee Theatre. Tickets are available :at Erwin's/: 
Jewellers in the Skeefia Mall. Sponsored: by!Ter-/: ;<: 
race/Thornhill Band Parents and the Terrace and~ 
District Arts Council. 
Saturday, February 2S --  An evening of fun: Terrace and 
District Multlcultural Association's 5th annual Interna- 
tional potluck dinner; 5 p.m. at the Thornhlll Community 
Centre. Admission is an ethnlc dish plus a small feeper 
person. Children under 5 - free, Advance tickets are 
available at Sight and Sound and Misty River Books. 
March 7 • 31 -- The Northwest Regional Jurled Art 
Show, sponsored, by the Regional Arts Councit, will be 
held at the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are 
now available at the Terrace Public Art Gallery, Terrace 
Public Library and Walinda Crafts. For further Informa- 
tion, call 635-9960,' 
Wednesday, March 8 - -  TheTerrace Elks and Order of 
the Royal Purple will be holding a Joint social and infor- 
mation night for men and women at 8 p.m. In the Elks 
Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Anyone wishing to learn more 
about the two Lodges Is welcome to attend. Forrmore In- 
formation, contact Alan at 635-2577, AI at 635-7556, 
Lawrence at 635-3160 or Jim at 635-6790. 
March 11 and 12-  Natl0nal Coaching Certification Pro- 
gram Theory Level I, with course conductor, Shannon 
Murdoch. Held at Thomhlll Jr. Sec. School from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. both days. Sponsored by the Terrace Parks & 
Recreation Department. 
Saturday, Apdl 15 . -  Children's concert by "Gumboot 
Lollipop" at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at I p.m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. 
To former Longlao/Oersldton area residents -- You are 
invited to return to Longlac, Ontario and Join in the 
celebration of "60 Years of Logging" during the week of 
July 13- 16, 1989. If you are Interested, or want more in- 
formation, please contact: Longlao --  60th Anniversary 
of Logging, Homecoming Committee, Box 479, Longlac, 
Ontario. POT 2A0. 
There will be a first ever reunion of the Class of 1971 
from Nanalmo Senior Secondary School. If you attended 
NDSS and graduated In 1971 (this does NOT mean Just 
graduates), we are holding an 18.year reunion. If you 
have not received your Infer and registration forms, 
please cOntact us. The reunion Is In Nanalmo at Beban 
Park July 14 and 15, 1988. We are cull looking for over 
100 former olmmatee. Contact Class of 1971 Reunionf, 
_ .  - - .  
bags". 
Wednesday, February lS --Terrace Youth Centre 
skating~at the arena from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Meet at the 
arena at 6:20 p.m. If you don't have any skates, check at 
th3 centre, We may have a pair for you. The centre stays 
open for games and funl 
Thursday, February 16 -- The annual general meeting of 
the Terrace Public Library Association will be held at 7 
p.m. in the Library Meeting Room. Elections tO the 
Board of Trustees will take place, and nominations for 
these pos.ltions will be accepted from the floor. Light 
refreshments will be served. 
Thursday, February 16 . -  Northwest Community Col- 
lege French Department welcomes you to "Cafe Con- 
versatlon" at Don Dieg0's Resta'0rant on Kalum Street 
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
Friday, February 17 -- B.C. Coalition for the Disabled 
Task Force on Transportation meeting will be held in 
room 2001 at Northwest Community College. For more 
Inf0rmation, call Joyce at 638-8814. 
Friday, ~ February 17 -- Teen Social Nlte at the Terrace 
Youth Centre, 4634 Welsh Ave. (Ukrainian Hall), 8:30 
p.m. to midnight, ages 13 to 19 only. Relax to the music, 
or have a gamel 
February 17 and 18 --- There will be a Facilitators 
Workshop on Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and on Satur- 
dayfrom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, please 
contact 635-3178. 
8uhday, February 19 -- Paul Hann children's concert 
will appear at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 1 p.m. Tickets 
are available at Sight & Sound. Sponsored by the 
Kinette Club of Terrace. 
Monday, February 20 -- There will be a Volunteer 
meeting at the Terrace Youth Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. 
(Ukrainian Hall) from 7 to 9 p,m. 
Monday, February 20 --  Do you have a HOME-BASED 
BUSINESS - -  or have plane for one? If so, come and 
meet with others to sham resources and Ideas aimed at 
sales and marketing and to help develop a support net- 
work in the Terrace area. An Initial, get.acquainted 
meeting is planned at 7.'30 p.m. at the Terrace Library 
basement masting room. Come and Join us. For more In- 
formation, call Lorl at 635-9533 or Valerle at 638.8714. 
~ ,  Febmmy 21) -- The monthly meeting for the 
Mille Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be held at 8 p.m. ND88, . . . .  8112. Lorenzen Lane, Lantzville, B.C, . . . . .  VOR_2HO. 
i t  th6hoepltld board room.-,New,nmabmcs weloome, • " . , '  
T . .  
unit said last week that a recent- 
. !yreported outbreak of type 'A' 
/hepatitis fin the lower mainland 
:and central Vancouver Island 
hasn't yet spread to this area. 
:~ ~Dr. David Bowering said he 
• ibelieves a rise in the number of 
: :C  ! : 
}n~ the Queen Charlotte 
may be related to the 
wer Island problem, but 
sfightly above the rate recoroeo 
last year. 
Bowering said there is no vac- 
cine for type 'A' and the most 
effective prevention is good hy- 
gienic practice. "It's a fecal-oral 
infection route;, he explained. 
"People get bored with hearing 
us talk about good hygiene, but 
hand-washing really works. 
nonor  roll released 
' Skeena school 
.. ;~ Skeena Junior Secondary School administration has issued the 
~ ;~:names of students who made the school's f'trst term honor oll. 
. :/!ri;ii:ii~i!:Those.namedto thehonor roll achieved grade point averages be- 
:~:~', ~itween 4.375 and 5.0. Meritorious achievement i dicates an average 
• : i ?I, ~: ! I~etween 4.25 and 4.375. Honorable mention signifies an averagebe- 
: " "..): !,i tween 4.1and 4.25. " . - " . " 
- : :i".~i. The students are: - . " - " " . 
- - : - - Grade8 
~- •~::Honor Roll: Curtis Bretherick, Margaret Botelho, Catherine 
" !•~Cann, Sunny Deol, Cathy Dickson, Bao'Van Diep, Tien Du, Jason 
:~/Dvorak, Bryan Fick, Deanne Frank, Anna-Marie Graham, Shan- 
inon  Hamhuis, Emily Henderson, Kenna Miskelly, Sarah Morgan, 
, ~ Lori Myers, Jackie Palmu, Manpreet Parmar, Marsha Postuk, 
i~:Randip Prihar, Anthony Roodzant, Parmpal Sandhu, Jon 
~:~ Shepherd, Crystal Sparks, Julie Teixeira, Rebecca Van Herk, Bren- 
{~: daWiebe, Danyel Zilinski. 
. Meritorious Aeldevement. Shawn Carson, Nefia Furtado, Brett 
i" Wilson. i . 
Honorab leMent ion :  Vicki Correia, T revor  Hartl, Wgf red  I-Iig- 
: :  " !: gins0n~ Stephanie Hynes, Robbie Larmour, Monica Malhotra, 
~:Sheld0n.Mchmes, Randy MenZ, Renee Morven, Jenny Murie, 
. :iil/Shaminder .Nah~, Leaune Nahulak, Nicole Page, Wendi Prinz, 
!::iMarcia Rioux,  Lzsa Rae Van Hulle, Karl Wold. 
. . . . . .  • . -. Grade 9 
:: ~i Roll:. Meredith Crampt~n, Bao. Long Diep, H~ther 
: '!ii!Dreger,i Jason iElorza,.  Tammy H~sdtne.yer, "i.ien I - Iu~m(  silvan, 
i!i ! Kelly, i:Theresa-Laderoute,. Manon Monn, Kevin Oat.es, Joseph 
.: ~Pelletier, Matthew Phillips, Roy Preyser, Megan Re~d, Robin 
• ~i: =:Sharpies. " " " " 
!~ :i ;. Medtodons  Aelf levement: carl  Anderson ,  Fat ima Botdho ,  Mark  
- .--;:Neeve, Tyler Rob inson .  
i. ' "Honorable Mention: Andrea Arnold, Amanita Coosemans, Nan- 
i' cyDubois, Ambur Hall,.Angela Henszel, Leila Jormanainen, Bar- .: - / ;  , . . . . .  • . . . .  • ' • r 
-.. barn KuzyIL Lma Lamb, Lung Liu, Tami Montz, Kyle Stevenson, 
Chris Wilkinson. 
• Grade 10 . 
:~:":!~ Honor. Roll'. Frances Brodie, Jessica CampbeH; - Rick Dhami, 
!.Chad Edmonds, David Edmonds, Karen Erstling, Leslie Hanberg, 
~{:Troy Hansen, Jason Krause, Penny Lou Keumper, Stacee Martin, 
~:~ Shelley O'Brien, Danny Scarborough, .David ..Shepherd,- Alison 
": siemens, Cindy Wisniewski, Dave Wolfe. " 
. " i : Mer i to f lous  Achievement: David Hamhuis, Kannin Osei-Tutu, 
Amandeep Parmar, Paul Strangway. 
Honorable Mention: Heather Bretfeld, Stacey Brown, Kamaljit 
: Buttar, Kevan Letawski, Mike. Parker. 
'News  from Branch 13, 
.iRoy " Lg i  ' "  al Canadian.. e on 
• /~  Contributed by 
~'. ", " 'r  , - P e t e r  Crompton 
i~,.~ The Legion Bonspiel is ~now 
• .,!/ history, with all thr~ sections 
, i:,, having been won by Terrace 
teams. 
i" i/Our dart players travel to 
Prince Rupert for the zone 
: ~ playdownson February.25. 
:~ On Saturday afternoon, 
March 4, starting at I p.m., we 
~i Will have our  cflbbnge playoffs. 
i: This is a new event of the Pacific 
~:Co~,  d. The zone playoffs 
hrein Kitimat on March 18. 
The  same rules for this 
:~ playoff will apply as for:other 
_:sports. Only voting Ordinary 
. • ~ ~f '  " - -o  t ~ !~and A~socm e members, with 
;~ three meetings or work parties 
": under their belt in the last 12 
: hionths, wig be eligible to par- 
I t  everyone stays ctean ann 
washes their hands *after going 
to the bathroom, we won't have 
a serious problem." 
Bowering said type 'A' hepa- 
I 
ticipate. There will be a sign-up 
sheet on the lounge notice 
board. 
Congratulations to Beckie 
Wilkerson and Tina Hoven- 
kamp for winning the Zone 
Essay and Poem contest. Their 
efforts are now at Pacific Com- 
man& If they are su 
that level, they will 
on to the Dominion (
the essays and poe] 
from our branch ca~ 
in the Branch lounge 
very. well worth rea( 
rades. 
,Don't  forget ot 
meetings are every se 
day of the month. W, 
ecutive need your 
help. 
We Will Remembe 
hepatiti 
to t rack ,  for. ~ permanent . l iver .damage. :  
ficials.~.because • Of  greater concern in. this 
me symptoms varY greatly,  . lm:  regioni he  said, is an escalation 
fected persons can mistake the . i n  the incidence of type 'B' 
illness for a mild case of the flu, hepa)itis,-a more severe strain of 
or itcan develop into a serious the disease that is spread, like 
disease involving jaundice and cont inued,  on page  23 
I 
PREMIUMS 
As a result of contin- 
ually increasing 
numbers of bodily 
injury and property .
1 damage claims in 
British Columbia, most 
B.C. motorists will pay 
$40 to $60 more for 
[ I  their Autoplan vehicle 
premiums in 1989-  an 
average 8% increase. 
WHO PAYS MORE? • 
Vehicle •owners who 
had one at-fault claim 
in 1988 will see their 
Au~op!an premium 
increase by 63% or 
more. An owner with 
two at-fault claims will 
pay approximately 
116% more• 
The premium for 
BasicThird Party 
Legal .Liability, the 
$200,000 compulsory 
coverage, is increased 
11% on average. 
Collision premiums and 
premiums for Compre- 
hensive coverage are 
only slightly increased. 
Some vehicle owners 
will even see a decrease 
in Collision or Compre- 
hensive premiums due 
to the 'aging' of nearly 
40%.of the vehicles in 
B.C. 
DRIVER POINT 
PREMIUMS 
In 1989, Driver Point 
Premiums will be 
increased by about 2096. 
m m m 
1989 
Motorists billed in 1989 
for accumulating five 
points or more against 
their driver's licences 
must pay the 1989 
rates. This is part of 
the continuing effort of 
ICBC to increase costs 
to drivers who break 
the law. 
Points Premiums Points Premiums 
0-4 . . . . .  $0  16 . . . .  $860 
5 . . . . .  $115 17 . . . .  $990 
6 . . . . .  $150 18 . . . .  $1,135 
7 . . . . .  $185 19 . . .  $1,29o 
8 . . . . .  $230 20 . . • $1,470 
9.  ..... $280 21 . . .  $1,670 
./10.~•,.  $335 22, ..$1,e90 
'11 . . . .  $400 23. . .  $2,140 
12 . . . .  $470 24 . . .  $2,415 
13 . . . .  $555 25...$2,720 
14  . . . .  $645 26+.. $3,000 
15 . . . .  $745 
SENIORS 
DISCOUNT 
As of January 1, 
1989, senior citizens 
who qualify are eligible 
for the 25% handi- 
capped river discount 
in addition to the 25% 
seniors discount. These 
discounts apply only to 
the basic insurance and 
can combine for a total 
saving of nearly 44% 
for a handicapped 
senior. 
an"  I 
RADAR 
DETECTORS 
On new policies or 
renewals as of January 
1, 1989, ICBC no longer 
provides coverage for 
radar detectors. The 
definition of 'equip- 
ment' in the Insurance 
(Mott)r Vehicle) Act has 
been amended specif- 
ically to exclude radar 
detectors. 
TERRITORIES 
ICBC has adjusted 
rates in a number of 
territories to reflect . . . .  
current claims trends. 
Rates for the Fraser 
Valley (Territory J) are 
up slightly in addition 
to overall premium 
increases. 
Collision premiums 
are reduced for South i 
Vancouver Island(Ter- 
ritory B). I 
Except for Bowen 
Island and Central and 
Northern Vancouver 
Island, all islands off 
the B.C. coast are in J 
Territory B, making 
the overall premium I 
increase slightly less 
than  elsewhere.  I 
The Pemberton area 
north of Garibaldi Pro- 
vincial Park is changed [ 
from Territory A to 
Territory M, with a 
resulting decrease in 
premiums for most veh- 
icle owners in that 
area. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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: " l  will bothlay me down 
in pea~e, and+sleep.' for< 
thou, Lord, only maketh 
me dwell !n sa(ety." : 
• , _ Psa lm 4 :8  
• ~.  * + j . ' [  ~ ,  
T 
Sacred Heart ;Catholic Church 
m,,t&-i,:- + 
Fr. Allah F?Noonan 
O.M.I: 
Smurdoy: 7:3O p.m: 
Sundays: 9:00 o.m. 
"11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 
- -  ++ + +~++~> ,+ +;  
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Junior draftsman Mary Ann Davis Is enjoying working withher partner, aeniordraftsrnan 
Jack Hepplewhite, in their new quarters in the Graham Ave. PublicWorks building.iThe 
city s drafting department was moved about a month ago duringthe initial stagesoVcity 
hall renovations.. 
Your chance to get invt tved 
t 
r 
i ' • ' " • ' " ' + " " ; ' "  • '  " :  ' " • " ' " 
St. Matthew s AnglicanEp]sc.opai Church J 
Sunday Services. RectorRev.. I 
9 o.m. & 1i a.m. Hermonn Dittr ich I 
, Sunday School c lou l l  ore+ ~ l~. .ng  lhe 9_o.m, le rv lc l .  Chi ld core le , " I  - 
• ava i lab le  clurln0 me v a .m'  N~1¢°"  _ . . . . . .  I 
4506 LakeJse Avenue , *  esS- Ol  j " • 
i 
635-5520 
, . 
+" / 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday Januoryi .Worship Service at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 
- .  + 
Keen Home -- Call us for support and Infer- The. Terrace Friends and Families of 
matlon If you are a victim of mental or physical Schizophrenics I a support group that meets 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to once per month. Meetings are the3rd Tuesday 
women, men and children. Phone 635.6447. of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con. 
The Alzholmer Information line: phone ference Room at Mills Memorial Hcapltal. One. 
aim of• the group is tO provide community 
635-3178. +~'~. ,.)...÷.:. i,;,/,' ~ ...... , ..... :: ~ . . . . . . . . .  " " 1 ~ ." , ~ ,edu.~,Uon+,a!~, ut•thls.,il!~s, Ani/_0ne~!shlng, 
."/: ;+ ++A~()I~: f~rMmlly ahd friends of!@!ooh.oll~. ... . ;-;+io i~ :mre '  0+; ~ +',~d bflhi~ ~P0~p:Ie: r 
. If someone elee'8 ddnklng is affecting your welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
+. 
::!/i 
life, please J01n us in Alanon. Meetings are on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. In the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. For Information or support in a time 
• of need, call 638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one elm's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your expedanca, and learn 
about alcoholism a8 an IIInese. If alcohol Is a 
problem It~ your family, come lo an Alatsen 
meeting on Thursday8 from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
• Bkeena Junior se~ndary, Room 11.1. For more 
information, call 635-2436. 
h Terrace ChlM Dwelolmx~ r.,imtm needs 
:volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities Include: bike ddlng, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more • infor- 
mation contact Maursen or Monlque at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Clmtrs'e hours are: For 10 
to 19 year olds, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7- 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year oids Fridays, 8:30 p.m, 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, it's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue In the old Ukrsinlan Hall, phone 
~.2ole. 
Every Monday avenlng it's Cdbbags Night at 
Terrecevlew Lixlge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community Is Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
T ln lee  Association for Commu,lly Living 
needs sdvocates for handicapped people liv- 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janice at 635-9322. 
• Ten'ace Teestmeetem -- Do you find it difficult 
to prepare and give s talk.? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
~'nd third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
morn information, contact Dick Evans st 
83&7068, 
Do you need a break'/ Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Bible study for 
women, FREE nursery for Infants end toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Btoryhour. Every 
Wedm)eday, 9:.30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
t l~  Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Streume. Also, Bible study 7.'45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No p r~loue knowledge xpected. For more In- 
f0rm~ion or transportation, call HIIda at 
6,18.7871 or Ruth at 636.2621. We look forward 
to seeing )foUl 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Tarrano Duplicate Bdd0o Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m; at Caledonia Senior 
secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith .at 
9354096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One ParentFamily mseUnp am held the eec- 
end Wednesday of every month. For more Ir~ 
formation phone Debbie at 6354383 or Helen 
at e35.4336. 
8keum Valley Rebelmh L(xlge holds regular ~. 
• meetings every second ~ fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfehow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information '
call 635-2470. 
Pisses, assist, the less fortunate of Tomtce. 
The Anti.poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple; Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, R0om 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631: 
Terrace Minor Hockey is loOking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635.7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIbom at 935-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Brtdge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept.30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnds at 635-5992 or 635-9141, 
The Tarmca Womlm'e Reeoume Centrt's 
operating hours are Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and TueSday even!ago from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. We Offer confidential support, Informs- 
tlon, referrals, legal info., support groups, 
drop-In centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638-0228. 
Tile Royal Pulple Lodge I~16, Ten'ane holds 
tussling8 the 2nd end 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
The HIM)Y GIng Celllre for 8enl6rl offers the 
,following activities: Tuesdays: 19 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cr!bbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First seturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Frldsyevery week: 11:45a.m. to i p.m., 
lunch, second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A,P.O 
Branch 73. For further Isle., contact he Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at e38-9090.: 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
S0turday 9:30 a.m. gig Unruh - -  44S-711I 
giving Servim: ~er  Meeting: 
Soturday 1 I:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p,m. 
Evanselical Free Church 
suedw khooJ: 
(for oil ages) . . . .  : 
9:4S o.m. :+, 
Sundey Servku 
B:30 a.m. /11:000.m~ 6:30 p.m, 
Sharks Street 
Plltorm 
Jim Weshnan ., 
Gordon FroeN 
Prayer Mwt lq :  
w. .  7:o0 p.m.44S.SllS 
Knox;United Chinch 
Sundw Wo, V~W AV,,hne~ 
10:30 o.m. Seen Boiley 
Sw~k~ khod: YouthOrom 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 
i 
I 
445-4414 
-Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early 8emca: 
8.'30 a.m. 
Aseodate Pastes. 
sendsy Sdmol: 
10.'00 a.m. 
Mornlngaerdco: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street .... 
PsetOf: : 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Tim: 
6.t)0 p.m. 
Erasing serlk~: 6:30 p.m. 
445.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: paetorx Rick Wlebe 
• 9:45 o.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship| 11:00 o.m, Fallowshlp Service 6:30 p~m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible S tud lN ,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue , 635-7727,, 
._,JllJll I i I i 
Chrlstlan Reformed Church 
• Sunday 8srdcee: Peeler: 
11 a.m, & § p.m. Peter 81uys -- e36-2621 
(:~mw mr~k, Ld~, '  mug St .~ 
Wednesdays 9:.30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 636-6173 
n i I ' [ " 
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member 
a professional of . . . .  many facets 
• ' . •  • 
- i:when Mills Memorial Hos' 
pital brought Steve Ramzi Ismall 
ticed:a wild variation in the 
quality and durability of the 
mothers a bit of well-deserved 
rest -- a voice-activated mech- 
anism sets the crib recking when- 
the newborn begins to cry. 
The collector- 
Ismall comes fromGreek and 
Arabic parentage. He was born 
'm Iraq, raised in Greece, and 
sPent much o f  his life in Iraq, 
Lebanon, s.yria and Germany 
before moving to Canada in 
1980. 
During his time in Baghdad in 
the late 1970's he began going 
outside theancient city, located 
near the ruins of Babylon, to dig 
for artifacts. His discoveries 
from that time are now lodged 
m a collection that includes 
coins dating back as far as 4,000 
B.C. Most of them, he says, are 
between 150 and 1,500 years 
old. 
Ismail left Iraq while the re- 
gion was at war, and it was no 
simple task to get the items out 
of the country. He hid the col- 
lection in a set of jars containing 
household goods. "I think I 
could even teach ~Indiana Jones 
some tricks," he remarked. 
And his collecting activities 
aren't limited to coins - -  he also 
• toTerraee, thecommunity gain- crystalS. He discovered that by 
edm0re than a new ultrasound :bombarding them simultaneous- 
teChnologiSt- it also got a col. ly With continuous~ waves and 
lect0rofrure artifacts and an in- pulsewaves Of sound, and then 
ventor .  Watching the results on an 
Ismail arrived here about two 0scllloscope (a S0und-detecting 
mOnthS ago as a general ultra- machine that displays wave pat' 
son0~apher and ~.ascu/ar~tech-ierns o ascieen),he could ten 
nbi0gist for the hospital, return, the high.ciuality cwstals from 
the duds. 
: Theoutcome was the "Ramzi 
Procedure", which is becoming 
recognized in  technical :circles i
and is destined to save hospitals 
everywhere substantial sums of 
money. It has also given the 
Crystal manufacturers a method 
and  incentive ~for quality con- 
trol. 
Ismail also points out that 
better quality crystals will result 
in better medicine because they 
give more accurate readings to 
technologists and doctors, With 
a flawed crystal, measurements 
of stones, tumors and other 
foreign bodies and glitches in 
patients' physical makeup could 
be out by as much as one centi- 
meter. 
Another invention Ismall has 
Despite the fact thatthe crys- patented and i s  still developing 
tals are nearly all the same price is the "~Cry Buster Crib".This acquires rare stamps, books, 
- -  about $9,000 - -  Ismall no- device ~ is:hitended to allow new postcards and paintings. Among 
• continued on page 23 
:ing to Canada after working for 
a period in Palm Desert, Call' 
fornia. •He is a practitioner and: 
teacher 0f the medical uses o f  
i ul!rasound, ithe science .of ob- 
taining an'd interpreting internal 
images of the body's Workings 
: thr0ugh the use o f  ultra-high 
frequency sound waves. 
It was the inconsistency in the 
qOality of ultrasound equipment 
that first brought out Isnaall's 
inventive Streak, The machinery 
used to get the images includes` a 
hand-held fiat probe that  is 
moved around the torso of the 
• patient being examined. The 
criticalpart of the probe is a 
crystal transducer which sends 
out,the sound waves and •then 
receives them• as  they come 
back: . . . .  
iReview -~ WedneSday:February i5, J989 17  
Steve Ramzl Ismall, the new ultrasound technologist at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, is also an Inventor and collector of 
artifacts. Here he displays part of his collection of old 
coins and medailions from the MiddleEast, along with a 
medical text from 19th century Egypt.. 
• : . '  • 
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available:in the maternlly .ward at Milb Memorial 
Hospitpl. I~'e ~,ili pick up your forms every week. _ ~ ... 
KERBY - -  Eric and Wanda rejoice in the birth of their, new 
:son, Alexapder Nicholas onFebruary 2, 1989. He weighed 9 
• pounds, 4 Ounces, Many.thanks.to Dr. Hodge who safely 
deliveredthe last four of our five great boysl , 
LeBLOND/NORBERG-- Peter and Tracie are proud to an- 
' nounce the arrival of a 9 lb. 2 oz. baby boy, Kelsen Jameson 
February 12, 1989. 
MeCANN - -  Curtis and Denise are proud to announce the 
birth :of their bouncing baby boy, .Travis James, born 
February 8,~ 1989, weighing in at 7 lbs. 70zs .  A new little 
brother' for Kyle. 
PORI"F.,R - -  Dean and Rachel' (nee REAY) are extremely 
proud to announce the birth of 7 lb. 13 oz. Devan Robert On 
February 4, 1989 at 1:13 p.m. Many thanks to Dr, Sharon Lee.. 
and the excellent maternity staff at Mills Memorial. 
$ i . . "  7. 
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TRENAMAN _ Frank and Karen are pleased to announce  . _ 
lhebh'thofLhmrsonCLAYTON'ALEXANDER, 81bs. i1- I TheRyatts ~ By JaekE l rod  I 
oz,.in Chilliwack on January 20, 1989' Proud grandparents 
~re.~ and Linda Copeland of Terrace and Ed and Donna • " :-... 
Shannon of Vancouver. ~ ~ : . ~ - $ ' Y . = ~ O . T "  ~'OHAN~ ~ ~1~_ .st 
e~i ~^~. ~.~~~ (604)635-4080 ~ 
' ' "  " ~" " -t 
• i., L l -~.-- 
L j . , , . , 
• Sally Forth .ByGregHoward  . 
, 
i Xlepupwiththelatestdevdopmentsintechnok~. (~'_~ I KE¢~lat I / I l~ou.ri?, ,. } ]..-_~-~ . . I  
21-AIm'.ltl a i l .n t inuedprogr ,  uptheladd~r.tosu¢c~ulls ~ '~ ~ t ~ I  _<~o~._ . )V~7 al~. -~l ) ,  ' 
IU I  .Mars in Taurus .keeps your energy level hit~ " . ~il~5,, ~ .  , , -~ '%.  ~ ' ,' ~,  ( ' f~-  "li,, ~ 
~0-May20 Ooingtoofastto0s0onisnotthewaytomake 1"11!~#"):; I I l l ' :  ~ " !" 
fr iends. ' " ' . '  ~ l~b."  1%1. ,  ~%. ,~,%.  A 
• GEMINI , Takecme of unfinished basinm. Tie uP loose ~'OL} ' • i ~ ~'~ 5- ~ ." 
.: May2t~I/mm'20 endsanddeartheslate, Makeroom"fortheava- c ~[//H~- . / "~ I~ . /  " ~,  ;. h ie  ~. " ' . o ~ / ~ ~  -~ " 
, . . . , . . , . ,  _.. _ , 
CANCEl ;  Stand by your convictions and don't be blinded 
JuIe21Jml~12 to the possible pitfalls in a close'relationship. On 
LFO , Take more of the responsibility whentt comesao 
• JMy Zt -Aq l .22  keeping your physical and.mental self in perfect 
• health. • : • 
' V l l t~  " lle receptive to Change as thecoming weeks offer 
A~.~l -~ lg .22  new and unexpected opportunities for progres- 
slveimprovement. 
LIBRA Changes in respect to real estate holdings are 
Selpl!. 13.Oel. 22 Hkdy--maybein the form of a different address, 
orachangein familystyle, i 
~ 1 0  Developments in your immediate nvironment 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 could be disturbing. It takes the cooperatmn of 
allpartles toease tension. " " 
: SAGITi'AIIIU8 Study your financial status, with nn eye on future 
No~ Z2-Dee. 21 security. M.aintaln a reserve fund to see you through 
the rough times. . • 
CAPRICORN Being too aggressive about everything you do 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 makes others back away• Attend to your own 
guardl . -  
I I A?dy... Capp- ... By.Reggie. Smythe..,,:il ~ 
• ~- -  NoBo~ -,--/ .- 
~ BELIEVED "J . 
" -~:~- .  ~ .. / ;  ~ .V ,,.,,u i 
• problems, and lighten the path. 
AQUAIIIU8 People who need help seem to gravitate to you• _. . 
sympathetic ear i n the right direction. [ V° l l -esbugy  I3Y ~ ,HY  RUDEAU 
P jSC l~ A change in life's goals is in the works. What was 
Feb. ltI.MII.20 important a few weeks ago. has lost a lot of its : :' ' ' ' ' . 
punch. [ l ' r~ro i . ' ro~ I '. . ". 
Pli~ #'lll~'/ilil~t2~lJ~l' 71¢~ #l'~ ~.  :" - ' I I I ,,,.,,, ! 
I ,~ ' -~  ,,4e.o,~_~_/I,I .~i,##o- c~.~e 
~ ~-#~'  ' A l~4~llOl'! ' '  " Z C.ltl~, , 
[ , . ?>" i  "~"" I I /  ' o L 
p,. 
L..~ 
• • . ;  " .~  } 
. , o .  , . 
7"  ; ' ' •  " ' " ' ' :  
• , '  . ,  
prev&itative'maintenance can.be 
tli~iii',~:ik~;i~,!tO ,i, profitability := for 
tr~cki":""~:,':iers ~iccording!to" Fei:~s 
s~ge,  ::ICBC;S ": Fleet, Safety 
Manager. ' 
; '  F 
. . .  , 
SatUrday, February 18 at-the 
Hudson Bay Lodge in Smithers. 
The session is free for a l l  
truckers in the Northwest, and is 
sponsored by ICBC and a local 
insurance agency. 
Savage will be: the guest :  ,'Cutting corners on safety, 
s~kerat  asafety workshop:on either.bel~nd the Wheel or in the 
. , • . . . . - 
Shop canbe:short  term gaCm,  but". Savage, wilialso spell out the 
costs of an accident: what one 
can mean to a trucker's-bottom 
line, and the details of ICBC 
programs :to reduce accidents. 
In addition to being Fleet Ser- 
vices Manager at ICBC, Savage 
is also president of the North 
long term:pain," says Savage; a
20-year veteran trucker in 
Canada nd •the U.K. 
The session will feature infer' 
mation on the •new National 
Safety Code and a discussion on 
the benefits o f  trip •recorders. 
kers 
West  Alliance ' , 
visors,, secretary4reasurer o f  the " -  " 
Nor th  r.:Anlerican '. :Commercial ::-. ' 
• Vehicle Safety A l l i~ce; '~di~Si~:  " ~ : • 
holdsmemberships in the c=ma~: : 
dian Association of Fleet Super-:" 
Visors and the- B .C.  Trucking!.:')!~::: :: 
Association.. • " " . . . .  ': ..... : ":'~ ' 
" ..::, :', .73 
. . . _  • 
CLASSI D . . . ,  
- . '  " . , , . • '~ ,, y "  ~ '  . : . ,  
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.... : " " :  " BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
; i "  "l;hue Ads appear In the more than 75 NewsPaPers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
•7 
4 • b 
. • Newspapers At~o¢latlon and r~h more than 1,000;000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
:|159,for 2Swords ($3. pereach additional word) CalIThe Terrace Review at 635.7840 :: 
i "1 • " , 
i AUTOMOTIVE 
No  money down O.A:C• 
Lease/buy any new/used 
truck: or van. Deal direct 
w i th  Factory Broker. Call 
co l lect  874-0778• 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
$$$$$$ $$$$$$ $$$$$$ 
Don't pay ificome tax, that's 
how the rich get richer. 
EDUCATIONAL HELP WANTED 
" .• :•  " Career Opportunity in Ad- 
Japanese Language Work/' : .vertising Sales and Market- 
Study Program-• (April - : ingwi th  one of B.C.'s lead- 
July)• Instruction plus'inter- ing community newspapers. 
action with Japanese Stud- The Chi!liwack Progress re- 
ents. Residence • available, quires a self-motivated, 
NOTICES 
Perth District Collegiate In- 
stitute Reunion, July 8, 9, 
10, 1989. • Register by send- 
ing $50. per person to•The 
Reunion Committee, c lo :': Keith Failsafe System~ Govern- 
D.6102. ment Approved• Receive P.O. Box 616, Perth, Ontar, 
• complete details how you ~Canadlan. International C01- energetic; sales-driven indi- in. K7H 2H3. 
$1 Down leases a new car or can do it too. Send $10.00 lege, VancOuver (604)929- vidual in our display adver- PERSONAL 
truck. Seven year warranty. Service, now: Taxfree 501 1544. tieing department. The suc- Lost fat fast. Discover amaz- 
rots from $139.7Mo. cessful candidate wil l  have Payme= . . . . . .  Gladstone Ave, Suite 436, FOR SALE MISC. ing facts of food and water 
O.A.U. uaul lease manager " ~ ~ ~ • newspaper experience, or t iming for safe and easy at 604 485-8931 DL5584. Ottawa, Ont. KIR 5N9. ( ) • $$$$$$ $$$$$$ $$$$$$ Hobby ceramic distributor several years of related weight loss. R & H Enter, 
No down payment andbank ~ ,  close-out. Save to, 60%. sales background. Remuner- prises, Box 2437, Stn. R, 
financln O.A.C. Leaseupur . . . .  • " g u-ed tr cks" electric: embroidery math- Glazes, stains, brushes, ation and benefits are above Kelowna) B.C; VIX 6A5.  
Cnra~.e B~s  ~ I:~-est Ford ine. Unique craftware prey- tools, bisque, greenware, average and the opportunity car g . idesgood•returns with mini- molds, kilns and more. 594- for  advancement is excellent I It tell my• secrett Accident- 
Dealer, Since 1927. _Call=Bob mum Investment. Contact: 9955.  Pacific Western Cer- wi th in  our newspaper ly mixed two commoncook- 
Langstaff collect 522-2621. Foster Enterprises, 444 amic, 2-12111 - 86th Ave., group. Send resume by Feb. ing ingredients. Lost 30 Ibs. 
D.#5276. Landsend Rd., R.R.4, Sid- Surrey V3W 3H8. • 15, 1989 to Mr. Bruce Kolb, Husband lost 48 Ibs. Works 
Advertising Manager, The like magic. No willpower 
Can t find that newer used neyi>::B.C. :V8L 4R4. .Books, Booksi Books, Hun- Chilliwack Progress, 45860 needed, no hunger, safe. 
car  ~ or truck? Cari t sell ~ew;~:i137 ~proven bus i -  T~udi Fitzner, Box 65, Stn. your vehicle? Can t get f!n-~: hesses, with •details, i you: dreds of titles on all sub- Spadina Avenue, Chilliwack, Details, s nd ~.A .S .E . :  
ancing? :C~n't afford -th~-~,an ' ~tttart~,fi'dm: ~yOuT' horhb" Jeers; ~ j~ lcovor ,  ~i Paper- .B.C. V2P 6H9. : = A~owmi /B .C .  . . . . .  i back, and~Childrans. Up .to Experienced Partsperson 
high prices? Relaxl 1,520-~ wi th  I i tt lei :or no •money. 86% off 0rlginal published Required for aggressive REAL ESTATE - 
1113 Collect. D.8683. : $19.95 plus $2.50 shipping, price. Free Catalogue, Book Ford dealership. (403)778- North Okanagan property 
mTCqla¢'¢~ -•'Enterprises Unlimited, 821 Publishers Clearance Com- 
Westwind Ford Sales Ltd., strong, Vernon area. Write • .,,,a,,~w,.'""'"";';'u,-r,==(= McCartney Rd., Kelowna, pany, 77 Milllken Blvd., 4777. Send i;esume to: listings, Enderby, Arm-" 
v r rv , .v , , , - , . - , -  - B.C. VIZ 1R9. Unit 12 BC, Scarborough, P.O. Box 1860,• Whitecourt, John Keough,. Century 21 
Raise Chinchillas for extra n;o+rih;*n,o n,. A~,-.-** --.~, Income. Start in basement, ~i.ne,..o~.,,,~ol~m~n.,~.~n~.~ Ontario. MIV 2R4. Alta. TOE 2L0. Ekland Realty, Box 551, 
garage. Full-time income ' Quilters, crafts, cottons, New to B.C.! If you like Armstrong, B.C. V0E 1Be. Domestic, Farm and Indus- potential. Guaranteed mar- trial application. Polynor quilting supplies. For sam- people and have a few.extra 545-1079 evenings. 
ket. Continuous instruction. Frence Ltd., 60 St. Clair pies send L.S.A.S.E. plus hours per/week to get invol- SERVICES 
Ctmadlan Chinchillas, Box Ave., West, Suite 6, Toron- $1., Tefunded with first ord- ved in an exciting career, ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
1684, St; Maws, Ont. N0M to r Ont; M4V 1M7. er. Quilt Craft, 1103 Clover- call us.today. Set your own leyStreet, North Vancouver, hours'and see how you can Dale Carr-Harris '- 20 years 
2~9-6117.  BUSINESS B.C. V7L 1N7. earn up to $800-$12001wk. a trial lawyer with five years 
Dickie Dee:, the Ice Cream PERSONALS Local •Positions Limited medical school before law-. 
Bicycle People, are now eel- (416)756- 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
ecting •distributors for the Body?-~ Mind.9 Spirit? Who Lighting Fixtures. Western (416)756.2111, perlenced in :head injury 
• 1989 season. Employ stud- •are you? Dianetics Hot Line, Canada's largest display. 7796• 
eats as ice cream vendors, toll •free 1-800-F.O.R.- Wholesale and retail. Free Child care worker for teens and other major claims, Per- 
Small investment. Dickie T;R.U.T.H. 1-800-367-8788. Catalogues "available. Nor- in r:esidential setting. Work centagefees available• 
Dee Ice Cream .116 - 1401 EDUCATI()NAL burn Lighting Centre., 4600 experience with teens nec- TPAVEL 
, East Hastings Street, Burn- essary. Degree preferred. 13"~ving ~o Vancouver? 
West Broadway, Vancouver, Earn Your Certiflcatel Learn aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone Reply in writing with res- $39•95 Drive and Stay Spec- 
V6H 1H6. 1-734-337Cl. Income Tax Preparation or 1-299'0666. ume to Box 14, Powell Riv- ial at the Blue Boy Motor 
Shop-Easy Grocery Store Basic Bookkeeping by cor- er~ B.C. V8A 4Z5. Hotel with this ad. 725 S.E. 
beautiful south Interior B.C. respondence. For free bro- Light fixtures, electrical me- Wanted: Qualified Ford Marine Drive. 1-800-663- 
Sales $750,000, excellent chures, no obligation, con- tore, generators, phase con- auto mechanic. Full bene- 6715. Expires March 30; 
tact U & R Tax Services, transformers, fans, prof it  return. $125,000 in- _ . . . . . . . . . .  vertors, fits, flat rate. EEC4 and 1989. 
cludes eouloment nlus ;cub- ]u4~ ~,emoina Hwy., wetders, wiring materials, auto trans, preferred. Re- W-~TED 
$50.000. lnve-" nrttory. Li~ing Winnl e , Man. R3T 2B6. 1.-8 '~nl[~'[hw~vu- Frlesen Electric, Abbots- sume to Service Manager, 
5144. . En0Lulro ford .  859-7101 or 1-800-663- Skaha Ford, Penticton, B.C. We Are Interested In Truck quarters. Silverfon, i B ~ c ~  Loads of 2 X 4 and 2 X 6 (604)358-2297 Clyoe Ham- aDOUt exclusive rrancnlse 6976.. : 492-3800. rough cedar. 2 and better 
nd. territories. ~ me " r f Small Kelowna law flrm Is for cash. Phone (403)987- 
Learn The Sec eta O A Free ,Hunting, Fishing, interested in hiring a junior Now is the time •to  et • 2408) ask for Frank. Chording On Guitar. New Involved In the fMt-growPnqg r camping catalog ($6.00 va- legal practitioner who is 
• r n b i home study cou se ,Fast lue).  Send your expired currently in a salaried peal- Wanted: Home crafters in- ,home water flit ati0 us- " '  • easy method. Guaranteedi hunting or fishing license tion and is practicing law• in terested in selling your pro- 
ness. Distribute top-quality n=,...,= i,~fn,'m=*inn wries" (photocopY • acceptable) and British Columbia. Interest- duct. Send picture, details 
line In your area. For details . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c'-ntact: D.D • Distributors Studio 12B, 3284 Boucherle S.I.R. will mall a free 388 ed, qualified individuals are with self-addressed, stamp- 
u : ._ .  ~- . - - , Road, Kelowna, B.C. V1Z page (over6,500 Items) An, invited to send Curriculem ed envelope to: 5th Avenue #11§ - 14UI west uroaoway, 'o~ Vancouver V6H 1H6. 1-734- " ' ' "  nual Sportsman Catalog. Vitae In confidence to Box Cottage, Box 2020, Chet- 
" 3370. Enrollment appllcatlons be- S.IIR. Mall Order, Dept. 1674, Stn. A, Kelowna, B.C. wynd, B.C. V0C I J0 .  
ing accepted now for cour- 247, 1385 EIIice Avenue, VIY 7N3 Including an em- Wanted 24" shake blocks. 
StartYour Own 10K Jewel- • , . . . . .  Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G ployment resume and stat- Meeker Log & Timber Ltd. -- " - - ' - - - : :  ' . . . .  " " Is  as sell In Halroresslng. Per 
ry ou=,,u==. . . . .  )u, -,= ,,- . Government loan Informa- 3N1. Offer expires March ing expected remuneration. 826-6781• , 
$50. FaDUiOUS assigns, su .31~ 1989. . . tlon & applications contact: Qualif ied mural artist re- ] ~ e o  e "  erb uallty, excellent pro P q~ _ . . . .  Foxy Locks Hairdressing quired for outdoor Indian ~flta, ]ne UOlO Ul~covery, GARDENING SchOol,' 1610 More Rd,, . thisme in Craston. For de- 
14335 - 47 Ave., Edmonton, Nanalmn I:1 P. VO~ 1-i7. T6H 0B9. (403)434-2550. ~) -~ .----. : . . . .  Interested in Greenhouse or' tails, send resume to Lorne 
Hydroponic  Gardening? Eckersley, Box 2566, Cres- ~ Ie ' J~ IL '~ '~P I lE~ 
Employ yourself - mall ord- Auotioneering institute Of Greenhouses $195., Hydro- ton,~ B.C. VOB 1G0. 
er:-~ the marketing su_~ess Canada, "We are teething pontc Gardens $39., Halides Overseas Positions• Hund- 
step,of 'the eighties. P..asy, • today for tomorrow's fut- from $140. Over 2000 pro-. reds of toppaying positions.• ! .i 
: p ro f l tab!e ;  inexpensive.: Ure." Professionally taught, ducts in stock, super prices. A l l  .occupations,. Attractive• . 25 : :  
iltiWt;,up.'lnformation Write:  te rm soon, fo r  free bro- Free .G~ule  ca l l  T011 benefits. F ree detailS. Over- WORDS o: 
PlZilZ Prom0tlonli, 716 Kip ? chures Phone (403)875-3339. Free1 800-6~3-5619. Water seas Employment Services, - (~1~9 
. . . _ __  __  pngM87L,sBClearWater, Ohtar- Box  264, ~LloydminSter, Farms, 1244 Seymour St., Dept. CA, Box 460, Mount , ,  
0 :  1 5 ,  : " . .~  i Alta~ ~gv:0Y2, . . . . . . .  Vancouver, BjC. V6B 3N9. Royal, Quebec. H3p 3C7 . . . . . .  v - - - . - -  
q 
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- _ .. . . . . . . .  
Registered purebred Sheltle pup- 
pies; sable and white. Nicely mark." 
ed. Asking $250. Phone 635-3826. ' 
2/24 
WANTED Immediately one large, size 
dog house. Phone 638-8609. 2/24 
t~  
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Classified Ads-  Deadline s Monday, 1 p,m.:: : ,  
A " ervice he Terrace Review will "nt free of charge any ad offering to share something sapub l !cs  .t ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  : : . ~ 
with the community (eg., rides, child .care,: free 1terns). In addmon there Wpl oe no .charge rot 
"Lost  & Found"  o r  for •ads placed by individuals eeking work. : , • ' .... 
RATES:  Non  Display, ~r  issue;, .*4.00 for 30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display - per. issue; *4.75 per colu .mR inch: . . . .  . . : .  : - :  : : . /  = ,  • 
We reser~'e the fight tO classifyi edi.'t o r  refuse any advertisement,/ : - " ;  : , ' :  i ,  ": :. 
TERMS:  Payment_ with order unless .otherwise arranged. ,. :. " : " .  r' ' ' ~: ' ::. *" "*. ". ~*: : :* ) ' '`= ::":''f" ' . "': :" ' 
Please send your ad  With payment to: 4535 Greig Ave . , .  ' : " . . :  , .. 
,Terrace, BiC: Y8GIM7" : ' " ' "" : ' L k" I " " : r ;` )F : : ' : : ' '  'm' ~' : 'q ' :  ~"  ' . . . .  " ' 
Important Message for Businesses and•Mauagers! •
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS?'. 
We will help you comply with the amendments t o the Hazar- 
dous Products Act that require verY Workplace" in Canada to 
have a WHMIS - -  Workplace Hazardous.Materials Informa- • 
tion System. " i ' 
: = 
• Inventory of hazanlous matedab:: : '  .:- : . : . .  
• labdllng and dasslflcatlon ..... " - - . - ,  
• material safety data sheets (MSDS) , .  
,o .  employee training . . - ~:.i:, • , , :  .~ 
Call us today for free Initial comuliatlon.. , . ."- :: ::,!:.!"':'.~.: - ~..: - 
• . " , . • . , .  " , . '~ ' - . :~! : . . . . ' . :  . . ' .  
Sheridan Jackman Consultants l-c. : . ,  < 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C: V8G IP4:  :~ : 
Telephone (604) 635-9511 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
• Mondays from0 to 11 a .m.  
Thumdsys from I to $ p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street: Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941, 2/22p 
Restaurant for sa le .  
$20,000 down. Owner wil l  
f inance balance over four 
years at 8% per annum. 
Phone  635-4111 '0 r  
638-1993.  2/22c 
19T/ Dodge Aspen station wagon. 
Good tires, good running condition. 
$1,000 OBO. Phone 935-4551 after 
4:30 p.m. 2/22p 
Don't read this sd unless you are 
tired of working 9 to 5 for peanuts. 
Sales people, are needed for an 
established corporation.. Great In- 
come opportunity. Full or'part time. 
Phone 635-3066. • 3122c 
1981 Honda Accord IX, automatic, 
good condition, 53,000 miles. $3,250. 
Phone 635-7793 evenings. 2/15p 
318 motor with transmission, In 
good condition. $400. Phone 
635-9361. 2/22p 
1982 Honda Prelude; sunroof, low 
mileage. Must Sell, Moving. Asking 
$4,500. Phone 638-8513. 2/24 
1975 Camero; new cam, timing chain 
and lifters. Asking $1,500. Phone 
638-8609 and ask for Clayton. 3/3 
I 
Energetic, Mot ivated 
Hairdresser Wanted 
to work full time in a 
progressive modern 
salon. Must have B.C. 
• license and 2 years 
exper ience .  App ly  a f :  
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
CHOICES program 
IS accepting resumes: 
~, Work with mentally- 
handicapped adults 
. ~,deslrable quali f ications 
background w i th  
special needs people 
App l i cants  to undergo 
Criminal record check.  
Must  have driver's Iicerise 
and own vehicle. Must 
have basic first aid or be 
wi l l ing to obtain. TB and 
Tetanus required. Send 
resume to: 
Linda Pelletler,• 
clo 1-3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace,  B.C. V8G 2X8 
Telephone 635-7863 
2/15o 
• , ' " " ' : . . . .  " :  " " i f ' .  : . . . .  : 
SU BSTITUTE TEACHING 
~ school  District No. 88 (Terrace) : 
Appl icat ions  are invited . f rom'  -certif ied 
teachers to substitute teach on a.day to:day 
basis.-:-Certif led Substitutes will receive 
$100,00 per day and starting On• the sixth con- 
secut ive dayof teach ing  in any situation, pay- 
ment on salarygr id begins;  
Subst i tu tes  a re :needed fo r  schoo ls  in 
Terrace/Th0rnhi l l ;  K i twanga,  Hazelton and 
Stewart. A l !appl icat ions •should be made tO: 
. . . Director of Instruct ion " 
" " : 3211 Kenney  Street: 
r ' '  " " •Terrace, B.C.~V8G 3E9 
• • . ... , :. : Phone: 635-4931 : . : ,  • :. 
I 
1 
; " - "  " c i t  :l ermooe  rmnasmp e y 
• Youth Worker Awareness and Prevention 
Job Description 
The Kermode Friendship Society requires an A lcoho land  
Drug Awareness and PreventionWorker to work with Urban 
Native youth. Reporting directly to  the Executive Director, 
this individual will beresponsible for the implementation f  a 
community based alcohol and drug awareness andprevention 
program focused on Urban Native youth. (Will workclosely 
with Alcohol and Drug Counsellor.) 
Preferance will be given to individuals with a degree in Social 
Sciences or related subject area, however, a combination of 
experience and training will be considered. Also, experience 
working in Native communities, knowledge of Native cUlture, 
values and life styles would be a definite asset. 
Please forward resumes to: 
• Ms. Sarah Bevau 
• ExK'utlveDJrector, 
: . . .  germode Fdeadship Seclety 
. . . .  . . -. ,Terre_ce, B .C .  VgG 2N7 - - ~- 
":'! : : . . (604) 63S4906 
. !Salary: $1,$00, .-- $1.600. per month. 
Deadline: February 22,  i989  
_ , . . .m__ ,~. , _~.~_ :  ~ , . . . . . . . .  . , , 
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Exper ienced  line cooke• :./:: ' 
required. Salary depends " 
on exper ience .  Knowl- - " . 
• edge of seafood and i";:i;":i ~':.. 
)asta an  asset. Please :::::, .: i:;:..: .':-: .- 
send resume to:- " I ::., - :.:;i':..;.;-, ,..-.. 
. . !  
Expeflenced babysitter needed for:. .... - . ;  
weekend sitting. Phone 638-8398. ,:: . ' : :  . . . . .  
• - tfn0..: . . : : : .  ' . 
I 
MUKS,KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY  '; :~' :->::: 
TENANT RELATIONS OFFICER 
• The Society is see~ing the se~ces of a Tenant Re la ,  
tions Officer. .... 
The individual selected will be responsible for pro- 
viding counselling and referral services to tenants - 
and applicants of the Society, 
Provide:a link between the Society and tenants. 
The successful applicant should • have: 
- -  completed the first or second yearO f a social 
worker program, 
- -  have knowledge and awareness of. the social 
background of the urban Native community, it's . 
people and culture, 
~: the ability to spea~ at least one Native lan~ag e :~ 
would be a definite .asset. . ,~. 
be able to wor k flemble hours. • . . . . .  
(For: a complete job description and requirements 
please cbntact our office) . .... 
This positionwill initially be aone half time perma- 
nent position. Salary will be in the $10,000. range 
(~.time). DePending on qualifications. • 
Resume, may-be presented in person or by mailto: 
Suits'A, 4506 La~else Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VgG 1P4. 
Dealine for resumes is February28, 1989, 
J/A Westar mber 
Head Electrician 
Northwest Operations --  Kitwanga 
.Westar Timber Ltd. is a leading British Columbia softwood' lumber 
producer with operations in the nortbern and southern i terior of the 
Province. 
The NorthWest Operations of Westar Timber Ltd. is comprisedl of2 
sawmills, awhole log chipper, associated woodlands and a coastal log 
handling facility. . .. 
The Kitwanga mill • is currently looking for a Head Electrician. This 
is a supervisory position for a person who is: - 
• a certified electrician 
• experienced with PLC's - - 
• an excellent communicator with strong inter-personal skills 
Interested individuals should submit resumes to the attention of: Ken 
Lloyd, Sawmill Manager. " 
. . . . . .  . , , • . , . . . , • ' , :• ' " '  , ,  
*i '/• i•. - .... 
. . , • .  . 
For Sale, Mi.sc: 
: RIDLEY TERMINALS INC, 
+:: i:::i+iI!: .IJOURNEYMAN . 
JI1flll LLUK IVr l /  
.'.Rldiey Terminals is a state.of-the-artMarine Terminal" 
:which utilizes a Participative Management philosophy +. The 
.Terminal is located in Prince Rupert, anorthern Coastal city 
'With excellent community facilitles.+Prince Rupert has a 
of approximately 16,000. The climate is temper- 
with anaverage annual rainfall of 100 inches per year. 
The:area provides first class fishing and hunting oppor- 
tunities: : 
are Seeking a Journeyman Mil lwright to maintain, 
troubleshoot, fabricate and install mechanical related 
equipment. This posltion involves shift work. 
• The successful candidate will have; 
- -An  Inter-provincial ticket/BCTQ .. 
2-5.years recent experience on an Industrial Site ass 
Journeyman Millwright 
Knowledge in hydmuliotroubleshooting 
- -  Experience with Pneumatics 
Good welding and cuttlng skills 
- -  Class S Driver's Licence 
This is a salaried position which ,offers a very competitive 
salary and a comprehensive benefit package.,A generous 
relocation allowance isavailable for the successful can- 
didate. 
This organization provides an excellent working environ- 
ment for individuals who have a high degree of initiative 
and ar+ able .to assume responsibility. The ability to work 
with a team to achieve results is essential, 
Qualified candidates are invited to reply in writing in the 
strictest confidence before February 24, 1989 to: 
J.M, Spooner, Manager, 
Human Resources & Administration 
! Ikmena 
CELLULOSE INC: 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN 
: Weare Seeking an experienced, highly motivated - 
individual capable of supervising logging road 
construction jobs. This is a seasonal position (May :i 
to October) with, opportunities for on-g0ing sea- 
+sonal Work of this nature, , 
Please send applications to: + Ii" +~:= ~":: + 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC.  . . . .  ~ Lr+~'--':*'*: ~ ~ :~': " *+ "
, '+  ~.: " " . . . .  P 'O"  + B O x ~  •+" ' • " " ,, ~ +,+,,!+:++:!~'~++~fi. : .  
. . . . . .  , .  • Ter race ,  B ,C .  " , ,+ ,+ ,++++++++.+++: 
• . / .,+.:+.+:,,+ +:+:•/~.,,,• * " • VSG 4C6 '  + :~.+, 
• + 
. L r +i(.+:..+; y. Attent ion:  Rob Ross ~++ - i 
ape ....... • +,++.. , ,•• rot ion l  Manager ,+.• ,:+ •. • 
. , . .  - • .•  , •+ " + ,  + • • 
~e - 'g"  
COMMUNITY •ENTAL 
HEALTH COORDINATOR 
To provlde wlde range of serve. 
to Upper Skeene catchment 
area; assess resources/needs, 
determine prog. priorities; par; 
tlclpate In devl.llmplement. 
progs.; provide servs.lorlele In- 
tervention, +assessments, plan- 
ning of therapy for & counselling 
of individuals/families; coneulta- 
tlonlllalson to coordlneteldevl. 
serve, with prate., hoop., com- 
munity govt. agenc!ee, groups, 
admln.lcllent record keeping; 
other related duties. 
Qualifications: Prof. Ph.D. or 
Masters Psychology, Social 
W0rki or Nure!ng and consider- 
able subsequent related cllni0al 
exp., proven ability to work in a 
cross cultural setting; ella., for 
prof. reglstiation in B.C., lesser• 
qualified candidates may be 
considered. Applicants subject 
to satisfactory references (3) In- 
COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH WORKERS 
Staff position, provide servs. 
to children/families/individuals 
through Individual & group 
progs.; consulUIlalee with other 
agencies;" coordlnateldevl, com- 
munity progs., coordinate with 
other treatment personnel Incl. 
peychlatristlpeychologlst/eoclal 
worker/nurse; other related 
duties. 
Qualifications: Appropriate post 
secondary training and related 
• experience In community health 
services, with proven ability to 
work in cross cultural setting. 
Applicants subject to satisfac- 
tory references (3) Including last 
employer & to police record 
review. Certain police records 
maypreclude appointment to 
this vacancy. Personal oar on 
mileage required. Smoking re- 
stricted. Salary; benefits, & 
hours of work negotiable, Apply 
Royal Albert, Old Country Rose 
china, crystal punch bowl & 18 glas- 
ses. Phone 638-0240 after 5' p.m. or 
weekends. 3/3 
Electrolux shampooer, asking $150. 
Phone 632-7781. 2/24 
2 BF Goodrich All-season radial 
tires. Size P22570SR15. Asking $150 
obo. Phone 635-3328. 2/24 
P35 pioneer, power saw $350~ Mere. 
cruiser stern dflve-repair:manual, 
$60. Boating magazines, .25¢ each, 
Freezer+St50. Phone 627p748Z 2/24 
Hitachi videc camera; warranty until 
~u,v. 1992:. Character generator, 
6-hour battery pack, wide angle lens, 
extra case. Asking $1,950. Phone 
624-3439. 313 
I 
Assorted Body Building Magazines; 
1980 and up. Asking .75¢ each. • 
Phone 635-7780 and ask for Ares. 3/3 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
FOR LEASE 
store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
6,15-7459 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 &3 bedroom apartments 
. Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
. Rents start at $340.00 cluding last employer & to police in writing by Feb. 22, 1989 to: 
, References required. II / , ,0 . , ,  TERMINALS iNC. ~ recordrevlew. Ca!lain police reo- Administrator, Wood land  Apartments I I : /  Bag IIH0, \ erda may preclude appointment Beg 100, 
I I / '  Prince Rupert, B.C. VIU 4H3 \ II to this vacancy• Personal car on Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 mileage required. Smoking 635 3922 or 635 5224 
ig/Ridiey Terminals Inc. is an equal opportunity i~ i  restricted. Salary, benefits, & 
~/~.\ i ". i. i :+i ' " s tap le !or . . .  ' . i'~ hours of work negotiable. Apply 
In writing by Feb. 22, 1989 toil 
~" " I '  . ' k 11 F • F '  ' dr 1' "" . "~ ' 4 ' k l .'. " ' Administrator, [ MOUNTMNVIEW 
++i: 'i '-•i• :+ : +Hml l °n '+:"  Bag 100~B.C,. V0J  1Y0  + • I APARTMENTS 
!i:i!:ii+i!i+ I,I ~ 2S:  WORDS i-+; ,Cent ra l ly  located, clean, I quiet, security intercom, on- 
!?ii:i SiS9 : CONTRACT T IRE  • Ilsitebedroommanager'units,Spaci°USlaundry°ne 
now hasa part-time Posi. I facilities and parking. 
tion available for a book- ', 638"8"98 "°° 
keeperlreceptionist.  Du- I ? Include answer- ties will 
ing the phone, accounts 
payable and receivable, 
filing and casual office 
work. Will lead to full time 
position. Please bring 
resume to 5412 Highway 
16 West in Terrace. 2/15c 
Mature responsible young woman 
will do all types of housekeeping 
dutles two or three tlmee a week for 
$8 an hour, around the Thornhlll 
area. only. References avallable. 
Phone 635-5416. 2/22p 
I I I  
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
On ram IJ+o+om+m+3+0 roo+ 
$,325  per month  , . .  t 
I 
• Attractive, sp'acious; with Storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
• Laundry tacll/tles. 
• ~curlty enter.phones and ¢l~dbolts. 
• Fully draped and coordinated to wlw'carpet+s. 
• glx channel satellite 1". V. 
• Racquet Courts. 
• Ample parking. 
• I~temncu n~lulm¢l. 
Phone: 635-5968 
r 1 • ii I • I I I  . . . . . . . . .  
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited, an integrated 
forest products company, invites applications for the 
following position at their sawmill operation in 
Houston: 
JOURNEYMAN 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICIAN 
Familiarity with Allen Bradley programmable logic con- 
trollers and sawmill experience in optimizing systems 
and S.C.R. drives would be an asset. The successful 
candidate must posses a current inter-provincial ticket. 
Northern Interior I.W.A. wage rates and health and in- 
surance benefits are in effect. 
Interested applicants hould submit a resume in con- 
fidence to: 
Industrial Relations Assistant 
northu  x:l 
pulp and timber limited 
• Box 9000, Prince George, B.C. V2L 4W2 • Phone 962-9611 One bedroom furnished unlt In 
Thornhlll. $260 per month. Available 
Feb. 1. Phone 635.4453. 3/lp 
r " 
. :  . • 
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As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
.sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
6354140. tfnc 
Autumn m picture, 6V= by 4Y=, 
$35: Citizen. radir" ...'ord player, 
speakers r,?.;,r~l[ .~)t00: electric 
hedge trln .~z~UJ~.~"-de crockery 
bowl, $10: ~,~, steamer trunk, $50. 
Phone 635.6845. 3/lp 
Rowlng'madMne, like new, $125; ex- 
emlee treadmill, excellent condition, 
$200. Phone 635-7793. 2/15p 
Craftmatic double bed, vibrator, 
heating pad, head and foot eleva- 
tics, 1 year old. $2,500. Phone 
635.6845. 2/22p 
Ksamore freezer (3 months old), 
$325; oak table and four chairs, 
$325; ~couch and chair, $425; wood 
(leak and chair, $75; other mlscel. 
lanoous Items. Phone 6384)115. 
. 3/15p 
large r0ddng cheer for sale 
condition. Ask ing $150. Phone 
635.5415: 
, In good 
2/OOp. 
Moffat Washer,, 4-years .old, white, 
asking $400" obo. Black-& Decker 
skill saw asking $35 abe. Kerosene 
portable heater, asking $120 abe. 
Phone 632-6249 or 632-639& 3/3 
King size wated)ed with leather 
Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Agesrnewborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
-Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free tO 
choose. For a confidential;caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kitimat Crisis Line and referrallser- 
vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
HANDSPIKER --  Lorne Thomas, 79 
years of age, passed away In Ter- 
race on February 7, 1989. Funeral 
service was from the Christian 
Alliance Church In Terrace, B.C. on 
Saturday, Feb. 11, 1989 at 11 a.m. 
MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium was in charge of the 
arrangements. 
WANT TO WISH 
EDITH 
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north'of Terrace, 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
• a travel trailer. Call collect -- Angels 
at (604) 492-3623. 3122p 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-acre hobby farm des!gned for kids 
and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
bungalow, fireplace; new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex. 
cellent pasture; fully fenced 140'x75' 
r id ing  arena, facilities for two 
horses, easily expanded for. more 
(kids or horessll), Five minutes from 
town, city close, country !lvlngl Ask. 
Ing $72,000. Phone635-2808. : 318p 
98'x131' residential lot on Kenney 
Street In Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 832-2706 and ask 
for Mlke or Helen. 6121 p 
1,200 eq.ft. 5-bedreom house, fin. 
Ished basement, on 10 acres, fruit 
trees and out buildings, near school 
In city limits. Phone 635-5845. 3122p 
10xS2' one bedroom trailer with 
wood heat. Cozy open living, dining, 
kitchen area. Fridge, stove Included. 
Two additions and wood sheds. 
Fenced yard, garden:and green, 
house. Very reasonable pad rent In 
town. Serious Inquires only. Phone 
635-3103 after 5 p.m. 1127 
1972 Safeway mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility room, fridge, 
stove, natural gas furnace. Available 
In March. Asking $9,200 obo. Phone 
635-9268. " 3/3 
caps and sixdrawers; large head- 
boardwith posts. Excellent condi, 
,,,.. , . , , ,= =-1 i ° A HAPPY .:i 45th : ,.,r O,condltlon,Chlklren's ski bootS;agesneW ~.~ ~-.... - - . - - - ~  ' - ' m  _ ~ ~ , sizes suitable for 8 
$90. for the  pair. Recllner, $60. to 9years. Asking$10. a pair. Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
, , o , .~-m, .  ~'  BIRTHDAY? [" " ends. 2/24 . ~ ~  stand, oak look, Includes 
cutting' board, drawer and storage. 
Asking $150. Phon0635.4875 aft0r.4 ' - :DROP INTO ~ 
: " '- ', :2/24 p.m. 
Top of .1~ f iN  tn01iz dishwasher; " 
IIIr~ new, excellent condition.Asking 
$450. Phone~84}409. 2/24 
8oll  bild'Ii good condition. Asking 
1300. Rhone 635.040L -2./2.4 
310" Lady ~ ~n0o avacado 
~, color, V!lqf"go0d oondltlon.. Asking 
~. $350. ~ 635.9726. 3/3 
Beige • dad( I)fown asclionel sofa; 
with octagonal oak coffee table with 
tinted glass top and wicker botton, 
ex condition. Asking $650.1eet. 
Phone 638-1211. 2/24 
Child's black bed; twin size In the 
shape of • car. $600. brand new, ask- 
Ing $200 obo. Men's 10-speed bicy- 
cle asking $60. 1982 440as Yamaha 
skldoo, excellent condition..Asking 
$3,300. Phone 632-6568. 3/3 
.Ws~rbed ammbly with box spr]n.9, 
metal bed frameand vibrator. ASK- 
• Ing $500. Phone 639-9894. 3/3 
,¢ 
Billfold feund at the B.C. Tel Phone 
Mart on Kalum Street. Please drop 
by and Identify. 2/15nc 
I 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
.~  I 1 
Hadley Davldson FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes ~ leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask-for 
Mark. tfnp 
Abmtk)n Counselling, Information 
end referral eendoe.  Fridays 10-12. 
Phone O3B-0994. After hours 
835.3487. Gonfidentla!ity assured. 
tfn 
i = :1 ,  
PARAGON!  - • ," rmownmblle tmllw; double wide, tilt 
and swivel deck. Asking $500. firm. 
Phone 626-2619. 2/17 
OH NO1! 
THE BIG 
4 - OH!! 
Happy Birthday 
Dari and Morn 
| 
1940 Fed truck for sale. Phone 
6354~. 2/22p 
1 bedroom apartment or house. Pro- 
furred all utilities included. Need by 
February 1 or there after.' Phone 
635-4219 ask for Dawn. 2/17 
2 to 3 bedroom house; reliable work- 
lag couple. Will sign lease, top refer- 
ences. Wanted February/March. No 
children. Phone 624-4115. 3110 
I will not he responsible for any 
debts Incurred by anyone other than 
myself from this date, February 15, 
1989. 
Donna Tetreau. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
NOTICE Is hereby given that 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the  Estate of 
CECIL AURIE MOORE, decase. 
ed, who died on September 30, 
1988, are hereby required to 
send them to the underslgntKI 
Executor at #15.4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, British Colum. 
bla, before the 29th day of 
March, 1989, after which date 
the Executor will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto, having regard to 
the claims of which It has notice: 
HOWARD PATRICK PRUNER 
BY: WARNER BANDSTRA 
BARRISTERS & 8OLICITOR8 
15-4644 l.~elle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 186 3/lo 
i i ]  | |1  |m 
- , , .  , .  , , ,  . : .  , , .  
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
& HIGHWAYS 
8KEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
.;ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
:Pursuant to Section 26 of the 
-"Highway Act", notice IS hereby 
:given that load restrictlonsmay 
:be placed, on short notice In the 
near future, on all highways In 
.the Skeena (Terrace) DistrlcL 
• Restrictions will be Imposed as 
conditions warrant. 
The restrictions will Iim'lt 
vehicles to 100 percent, 70 per- 
: 'cent, or 50 percent Of legal axle 
loading, as allowed, under the 
Regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act. 
Overweight permitswill not be 
• granted. All•term overweight per- 
mlts are Invalid for the duration 
of the restrictions. 
The public, and trucking and 
transportation companies, 
should govern themselves ac- 
cordingly. 
Your cmoperstlon in adhering to 
the above regulations will be ap- 
preciated. 
- J.L.S. Buckle, 
Regional Director, Highways ~ 
For: Minister of TranspOrtation 
and Highways 
Dated: January 26, 1989 
At: Terrace, B.C. . 2/15(: 
,.wA, m To 
.Construction of 138kV transmission fine' 
- Nyansh-Stewart. Documents to be 
available from thlsofflce from 14 Feb89 
sets new, 
pl a n n I ngi! ii!:iil/i! 
schedUle/!ii:i 
The Northwest, Community 
College boardl of 'directors has 
idropped a :five-Yea r plan,:in fa~ 
vor~ of a Shorter term: policy. 
• According to chairman Hans: 
• Wagner, the~boarddecided after 
lengthy-discussion- that ~ af i~e"-  
year plan may be a little.ambi- 
tious "in this day of rapid 
change" an.d a • three-yell plan 
revised annually may be more 
realistic. "It allows us•to be a bit 
more adaptable toChanging con- 
ditions," says Wagner, 
With this decision made, 
Wagner says thatthe college's 
Statement of•Philosophy, infor- 
mation from recent evaluations, 
and ideas from board discussion 
have allbeen passed on to inter- 
im college president Don An- 
derson, who has been asked to 
write a comprehensive statement 
for the board's consideration. 
He says this report will then be 
open to review, modification 
and adaption at the board's 
Mar,. 18 meeting' where a basic 
p.l~. will be formulated. ',This 
will beco.me the instrument for 
~.e. p]anniP4;process of the in- 
stitution," he says~ 
According to WaPer ,  one of  
the key dements in the process is 
the Co]]eSe's well-established upon prepayment of$50.00 plus $3.00 
tax for the first copy and $25.00 plus Statement of  Philosophy. "This 
$1.50 tax f0r-each addl,0nel copy. I~  been a l(ey direction giving 
(NON-REFUNDABLE) 
Reference: Q9~1001 instrument le the  ¢ollege~in, the 
CI0sing Date: 15 Mar 89 past," .says Wagner. The State- 
Details available from officoof "B.C. men,' of Philosophy outlines in 
Hydro Purchasing Agent, 1265 Howe part the college's commitment 
Street, Suite 200, Vancouver, B:C. VSZ to the decentralization .of pro- 
2G8; 663-2577 or 663-2560. Sealed 
tenders cleady marked with reference arena ,  the ut[]L~ztJon of  
number will be received in Room 226,-. coma, unity input and provision 
address'as above, until 11:00 a.m. on of  universal access to programs 
ab0ve closing date. for Northwest residents, 
B.C. Hydro 
Wagner adds that the col- 
' lege's long-term planning will be 
focused on the coming fiscal 
E p I oy e e year and will include a provision 
m • for annual review in order to 
adapt o existing needs and con- t ra in ing  dit ions./ 'You obviously have to  
tie a mission statement and a 
o f f e r e d  general statement of philosophy 
into the actual practicality and" 
therealities for the next year's 
The B.C. Ministry of Ad- plan and the one after that,'/ 
vanced Education and Job  says Wagner; 
Training has announced the new And the next step, he says, 
Training Investment Program to will provide the general "direc- 
help B.C. businesses upgrade tion statement" which is re- 
employee skills, quired to begin the •process. 
The Training Investment Pro- Wagner says that this step wil l  
gram encourages employers to outline the focal point for the 
begin, or expand upon, long- college's existing energies and 
range training processes within resources and provide a basis on 
their organizations. A maximum which to plan its future. 
of $50,000 is available to cost- 
share the real costs of training. When asked if the college's 
In addition, up to $3,000 is long-range planning includes a 
available for worksitemodifica- Northern University, Wagner 
tigris to facilitate the' employ, said that the board fully endors- 
ment and training of disabled in- es the concept as outlined in the 
dividuals or women entering Dalhoff report but any of the 
non-traditional occupations. "models" being discussed at 
Information on the Training this point are only "hypotheti- 
Investment program is available ca]" and couldn't be used,as a 
locally from the job training basis for planning. "We'~;e:got 
division of the Ministry of Ad- to get on with the planning for 
canoed,/Education at 4548 our school and the challenge 
Lak.eise Ave. in Terrace,,or/call before it, and we focused in;0.n 
635 3211 and ask forPatRoy. • that/':he, sald, ...... , '. , , . .  _ : /  
; . - , , . • 
February 20-26 Is "Heritage Week" in Terrace and some 
special events are planned. Pictured above during the proc- 
lamation signing are Mayor Jack Talstra and Terrace and 
District Museum Society first vice president Dick Green. 
• . . . .  , . .  
. . . • , - :  , 
" * " " " " '  " ',Rg___. 23.'__ ce Revlew-- Wednesday; Feb~!5 , :  l:. 
" • sought :  mmuni mvolvement ,:: . . . .  : 
to ce lebrate  Her i tage  Week:  " 
Heritage Week begins next to 4 p.m., there will be a free - Kerby says that the theme of: :,~/=:;~ 
the Feb. 26 celebration wil] be:: i: ./::::: 
~'  OS . . T y and Games of Yester,::~ : :. 
day". Residents. will be able! to " 
take a look and in some cases.try.: / : 
• . ~ . , . . "  
• "Heritage Celebration" at the 
arena banquet room. According 
to Terrace and District-Museum 
.Society president, .Mamie Ker- 
by, this venture is a joint effort 
of the society and local members 
of the Scouting and-Guiding 
movement who will be them- 
-selves celebratingtheir own spe- 
cial week, "Scout  Guide 
Week". ... 
Monday, .• and residents around 
the province will be sponsoring 
events with a variety of heritage 
themes. And for Terrace area 
residents, the • week provides an 
opportunity _to discover and 
celebrate Our local heritage in a 
number of ways. 
There will be store-front dis- 
plays at. a number of businesses 
and on Sunday, Feb. 26, from I 
Healthier lifestyle urged 
by B:C.H eart Foundat on 
their hand at some of the recrea. . . . . . .  
tional challenges of our past-. " 
She adds that there is no charge 
for the event and coffee and, 
donuts will be available. -:. 
In order to make this the best 
event possible, Kerby is.askiztg: , 
everyone to search their closets:. . 
. and attics for any item of.inter- . 
est which could be displ[yed, i ! f  
:you have something t6: Offer,.  
phone Mantle at 635-2508.or 
Thelma at;635-2093. -. . - -  
" And i f  you want • to add a. 
This is "Heart Month". And  there is an inadequate flow o f  touch of your own to the week, 
.beginning tomorrow, a Skeena blood to the heart ~nuscle; here are some suggestions from 
Mall display will feature several stroke isusually caused by a lack ViCtoria that you can have fun 
potentially fife-saving devices i n - .  of blood flow to the brain - -  with at home: check out local Hepatitis - -  continued from page 15 eluding .a free blood pressure .and both are caused by a nar- wildlifehist0ry or that of l oad  
AIDS,  .t~'ow~h needle-Sharing . high-risk group - ,  IV drug us- test, educational material, and a rowing"of the  blood vessels, sporting, events, -.particularly 
among in t ravmo~ drug'users ers,:people with multiple sexual new book - -  "The Light commonly.called hardening of . those of Native heritage; if yea 
Hearted Cookbook". the:arteries, or atherosclerosis, have business interests, have a .  and sexual contact . . partn~s, and health.¢~.e work: 
• There.has .been a threefold era wh0lumdieorareexposed " According :to the cook..bc)ok, What "can you do?. Avoid. look  at thehistory.of our load . 
- increase in.the reported cases of .!o,bodily flmds - - .should get there, appears . to  be. a. direct smoking, have your bloodpres- economy; the artistic o)uld look'. : :.. 
type 'B' hepatitis over the. ,[~st moculated, •. : . connection .between. what you sure . checked, rqpdaw,/have at- traditionS,. .music; a f tand  
• • The ' vaccine As. available eat and your cl~..CeS of develop- your cholesterol leveLs checked, writing; or t f  ou're a home- ' 
~d,  in the regio:, Bowering through family physzcians, It's a ing a heart.condition or stroke,- exerase i~3uiarly, keep stress to . . . .  Y - '  ' . bodytype, prepare a tm~l i ' t io~..  - 
• .A  vaccine.is, available.to p.re- series of  three'injectiom, ~ Your health and your heart may a minimum, m,.mn .rain a healthy meal and invite some friends. . 
vent type 'B';. and Bowenng a total of $100. ' " " be more in-your conlml than body~v ".mght,:!imit Mcohol in- Whoknows, youcouldbeform-. - . '  
. . . .  you've realized, take' - '•  and eat a healthydiet 
@ 
- ,  . . .  . 
Ancient medicine .exposure ofthe affected area to disease and roughly 80;000 of...:i " 
• " sunshine (today "ultraviolet them will die this year.. And ' 
The Bright Lantern is a four- lamps .axe used). Other. recom, they're not -all, ,'old peop le" . -  
volume set of books publish~ • mendatmns are somewhat, sus- many ~!1 be middle-aged or " 
during1821in Egypt by Dr, A ] -pest ,  lsmail noted, including younger and. the cause .of death i r~/ l~ i~g4~.r~.~8 ~/~Oj l~r r~ 
Natossi, physician to the: Egyp; among those the consumption ~11 be recorded as heart attack ~, .  -, ,, --" - -, - , -  ,- ~- ~- -  ~ ~ "  ' 
tian king of that period. Ismail of large quantities of. turtle or stroke. 
~V . ,.~ • has two of the volumes and he soup. A heart attack occurs when i~atc',.rr~t)tt wear 
thinks modem medicine could _•,_., . V~. ( ' l ( '~u)  w ld~ car( 
learn a good deal from the old lsmail has lived in many areas ,- 
doctor; of the world with a diversity of 
One thing Ismail discovered climates, but he's no stranger to THE SIGN OF A :#o'~ ' 
while reading the work (in it's the north, During the early GOOD BUSINESS . o 
. " original Arabic) was that con- 1980's he served a lengthy stint NEIGHBOR . . .  o ~ o ~ 
trary to common•belief, the at a diagnostic and treatment ~ VALENTINE S 
pr°blem°fherpes--aviralskin center in M°°se Fact°ry' On" ~ I o DAYSPECIAL 
condition that produces lesions turin, a tiny community at. the ~•:~:~.:.~-~ 
and sores - -  is nothing new. The south end of  James Bay, about a ~ . 
disease was described in great blockand haiffr°mtheEnd°fdetail, along with a series of Nowhere. ':~"~:~:~ S00 0 o f f  o~ 
medical treatments, in "the old Welcome t0Terrace, Steve. -:::~C ~ . O ~> 
book. ., " .:...~ 0~,  gO ~ 
, . -  the cleaning of any 
l '  ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST -THE SIGN OF " °o RED garment . 
! OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? ' A MERCHANT ~ ~ °  0~'--'~ 
' ' -- WHO CARES . . o <,0~ ~ .: .... . .  
: : '  ABOUT PEOPLE , . .  o . . . .  
IF NOT . . . . .  ~o~Cj~ 
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  This emblem ,dentlfies ~ 
the. ©lvic-minded " - 
buslness men who sponsor From February 13-  18, 1989 
, . ONE.on-ONE t re ln lng  In Most  Bus l - - ,  App l Iedo~.  - ' " < ~ ~ ~ ~ '  L " 
• oN~rrE Sof tware  TroublNItooting ' 8:00 a.m, - 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday to Fr iday 
• 8:$0 a.m. - ~:~ p.m. -- Saturday _ 
.. ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Coaverelons in major In the community. " Two lecMiem to serve yeu be(ter 
• pa~ includln0 ACePA~ BEI)FOI~I), & NEW ~ :, ,::•.•:,,:.:i!!::i]~i~ ~. :::: 
~ .... • .... ,,. l[lleTImmldl] Pabli¢ Mmtket .... . ,.::::":~:~:~": --' 
• or~sm~L couptmm CONSU,~No ann s{'s 'mm s~nUp V I  ' ASS;SA I l  :- ::~ 
Phone: 635 5119 OIANNEUA ~ P.O. BOX 0~I, II:~IACE B.C,~ ~TsO 4B8 Alma ~13104 " ~ 
• (co4) sue.st44. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' * 
. . . . . . .  : , :~ . : i :~  :. : - - 
ing .the ,basis' for. the. ',main - " 
.suggests.. that anyone who is in a These are not drastic• dietary based On Canada's Food Guide.,. attraction" of:next year's event,: 
~-  _ . .A  : : c~ i~ They ' re :~ °n Ca- 
" , .... :: Stew Ramzi  I smai l  - -  . ,  : . 
• cont inued from page 17 ommendat0ns, and i f  y0u slve "- . . . .  
. . . .  . . , -  them a you'Up.robably been-  TERRACE PUBL IC  L IBRARY-  .• 
: .::;the,latter is an image o f  .the Ismall says the doctor goes on joying a wider Variety of foods 
.'Vkgin Mary and Christpalnted at length about facial and at)- than you've ever enjoyed before. . The  Annua l  Genera l  Meet ing  o f  the  Ter race  
• , • Pub . l i~  L ibrary~Assoc la . t io0 : .w , | l l  be  he ld  .on  inoils'ona.crOss:.s~/onpf.what dominal forms of herpes, buthe The .book. contains enticing 
..... ~.:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  - .......... '~"-. " ~ ~ !u~s~~i~e]y  . . . . . .  " ...... : ......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ismall belieVesis a pie~., of :adds ~5~/i gemL~herpes..maybe. Hi'esty]etij~S'andbasic"common . . . Thursday ,  February  16 ;1950 at  7 :00p . in . ln  the  
citrUs"wood. I t  came to him as amore recent deve]opmmt, - . . . .  
an heirloom from his mother, is The treatments (some of them sense" heart and nutrition infor- ' L lb rary .  Meet lng  Room.  
: - about 250 years old, and I~mail :at-least) don't differ greatly matins: Elections to the Board of,TrusteeS will • take 
said it's appraised at $I00. ,00o. :'from modern, medical prescrip- The numbers speak for them- .p lace ,  and  nomlnat lons  -for these  pos i t ions  
" He also mentioned.that entire tions: ointments composed .of selves: today, three million wil l  be  accepted '  f rom the  ,floor. L ight  
• -. collection is stored ina  bank. zinc oxide and sulphur corn- .Canadians. suffer :from some 
vault, pounds, rest for the patient, and form o f  heart or blood 'v~ssel refreshments_..., will be served, .. 
, ,!i!: 
4" , :  
it;,, 
f 
! 
" ' , ' , : ' L "  
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• TERRACE- -  Aldlmrm!n+ :Da~'e sho~;  :.::+, ::. :: "i!::::~: +.+! ..:'i+::.:?+!~i ::::/:::wi.m:~::"~ 0::d,~,=t; 
muUcame .p~m a soluuon to +.: ::x<uU+•:-~ ~e:~+stm::con~::: ,:i'::!~i~i:~ ; ::: •. 
' t im roblemthat 'With tbe issue-oz parg.fa¢iltues- . : . ,  :~:~..:, :::.-:+ ;'.'~+ '::.-~ :. the park fadli p . . . .  . . .  : : . ; :1  ::. + ; r : :  :~4::,: ,:' ,~r~( : ' '  " : 
was quickly endorsed by fellow tlmt Ires been a point,or.conten.+ ..... , .:.:+::+,++~ +;,; ::,: ::+~':::,::•.:,:.,':~::.::~+..:! :  !+ : :/!: 
city councilmember Ruth Hal- tion at Chr i s ,  Park. andhe sa~s : ,:DannY: Sher i~ :i+:~l::.'iilzodld::::.: :+:+i':!ii ! :  
lock as a .:"marvelous idea", -his idea+would+not only provide • suggest . .Sch~l::Dis.i..:l . . . . . . . . . . .  ed , : the ' .~t : : / i s  . _ ~.; 
Hull 'sides Would see'a ~ced the: solution ,for that problem: also;be: offered tO  :~!: +i~:./I: '. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  + : ;ACE 
. cement  trai ler  pad at every city but fo r  oth" parb  l ike River , ; -~t  88.:and.the regio~ dismct.+::. PL  :: ": 
park, Whena major event was .. side and GeorgeLittleMemodal..to. i0vesti~, te.: me poss!bllity of :. 
• " , an Atco t ra i ler  Park= well;.He says mere are =)st sharing'. H..~'s idea has 
• taking place • " ' been sept :tO .pu.t).lic Works and would men be placed at.the site added benefits to me idea as well 
providinlg services such as+ i through the elimination +of pos' Recreation admdnistrationto be 
change + rooms, washrooms and sible vandalisin and doing away further explored. " 
' • ' • 7 
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N~L.,I~:: ,.Mills Memonw l.lOSpltal+::~:;+,:;:+,;~+ : :' :++:":+:+:::+~;I 
,: ,+ Im..B. •+ + .:: $275 mclud m ~ks  and m +++ :; + ;,+:::.+++ 
' + i .  , : , ;  " , -  " e+, '  • . : . t  . . : .+ .  : :e  , : : .  : " i+ . . ' * ;  
. .  " Reg is ter  your. ,nterest by + call ing: days or even,ngs+ :, :::~'++~++ 
: • +. : Ut~jLcCe.~ful students m~ b+.el ig ib le l  ` :i+ :++(.: !+:++:+:+:i; 
: fo r  f ree+remedia l  course, • +: .•:: +/:::' 
• , + , , ; . •  
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HARDB0 Oy B0 N/J  
The Hardbody vs thec0mparably equipped competition* 
, .++, i ,ord I To," I ""d' King Cab DIx. Ranger Super Cab Extra Cab Cab" Plus 
$11,589,* $13,126 $13,218 $12,530 
*Cost  compar i son  bmm~l  on MSRP I I  of Janu l ry  6, 1989 for  
Nlsomn K l~ l  Cab  De luxo  with bonus Jump les t  a t  no l=hoI11l. 
* *P lu l  freight, pre<le l lvery '  ch i rges ,  I l cence  and tsxes.  
No Charge 
Cloth Seats 
No +Charge 
:P0wi~r Steering 
Buy a •1989 Nissan Hardbody King Cab DLX 
4x2 from January 18 through February 28 
~ andwe'l l  throw in a truckload of options. " 
Fold-away jump seats, cut-pile carpeting, 
+ power steering, cloth bucket seats anti : ;  ~::+i~i 
' AM/FM cassette radio. Ail at no extra cost. 
+, +i: +/*~ You' l l  save more than $1500 over a • 
•• comparably equipped Toyota. And almost 
• $1000 over a Mazda Cab Plus with . . . .  " ,::~"~: 
comparable options.* . : ++~ + ~:"~ 
Only a Nissan King Cab can carry this o f f  : ~ 
with a 5-speed manual transmission, a gutsy' 
2.4 litre fuel injected 106 horsepower engine, 
a 1400 lb. payload and-a 3500 Ib+ towing .1 
capac!ty. 
Double wall construction +in the cargo box 
adds extra protection for corrosion-resistant 
body panels. 
All for $11,589." 
Take a look for yourself at one Of the B.C. 
Nissan Dealers. Do it soon because a truck 
like this. with a deal like this. won't sit on a --,.-~',- 
lot too Iono. 
:r  3p~,. I+ P ++ ' " ,  ' ; ;~ ' ; . ;  + 
++++#: :+++~i-++ + .#:; ::+:. / 
; ;;.~+ + +:+:%. ,•7  . '  , 
+:. ~. ,:++ ; . . . .  ,. , *  • 
No charge AM/FM Cassette Radio +* 
I . . . : , .  
No Charge Cut-pile Carpet *+:.: 
No Charge*Jump Seats :+?  
*" . ~ ~ I  + + I * + + + iI ' I I + ++ " I + " + 1 +' ' '~ I : * i '  ' 
+ + ;..+ +. -,r ::!,+ + 
. .  + , ++,: •+, + • , ;•  , ! '  , :~!  ? , .+  
.,+ ,~ ' : '  ,, . + : .+•  • ~.  • + ++*. +,:;+ +;  ,+ ,+ +,,~,+ 
. " - " ' -  • 
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1 L 
'89 KING CAB DLX. $1i,589"* 
+++ Micra  s7989" '  
1.2 Iitre 4 cylinder 
Pront-wheel drive 
speed overdrive manual 
transmission 
:lear window defroster 
• Front disc brakes 
e:Halogen head lamps 
• Steel belted radial tires 
e Reclining cloth bucket 
seats 
~+'+ 
+ 
OFFER STARTS JANUARY 18  AND ENDS FEBRUARY 28  
. . . .  ; 
, " r ' ;  
YOUR B.C. NISSAN DEALER 
NORTHERN NISSAN 
• 4425 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-6174 
+ NO COST 
NISSAN WARRANTY 
• 3 yearslGO,O00 km 6 yearsllO0,O00 ks  
on main 
• lu l l+coverage + p0warlrain group + 
I I 
"'plus freight, pre<lelivery charges, Iicence 
and taxes + • 
,. * " 
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